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Since 2007, the overall purpose to this material has been to provide a broad and
deep examination of the physical and metaphysical influences that shape and
control the human level of awareness as well as those that shape and influence
the higher spiritual levels.
As stated in the A-List “Epilogue” of August 2013, it is our wish and intention
that this work not be “organized”, not into any sort of “-ism”, no one may claim to
represent this work in any manner, and no one is to charge money for this work.
We wish to make clear that we are not of any religious persuasion nor under any
“guru”, as all religions are the product of a defective state of human awareness
operating under the influence of human and non-human Dark agendas. As well,
we have not been subjugated to any guru or similar such relationship. Nor could
our work be called “Gnostic”, since there is no such doctrine or religion or single
coherent set of spiritual teachings under that name. Anyone claiming otherwise is
not trustworthy. There have been many variations of “Gnosticism” through its
attributed history, some of which are in contradiction to one another.
In many ways the structure and process of a spiritually-informed human mind
that is adequately practiced with pattern recognition and analytical discernment
can offer much to the indwelling spiritual consciousness of the human Self and
the levels beyond.
Those who can discipline themselves against inappropriate distractions and
attachments in the Earthly realm can and have developed levels of spiritual
clarity that has been of immense and immeasurable value to the greater levels of
one’s own higher spiritual being and far beyond that, traceable to highest
individuations from Creator of All and Creator Itself.
The work of Global Awakening News and the A-List Updates series is for you to
use in your own way for your own spiritual development. It is freely and publicly
available for anyone who is serious about spiritual transformation and ascension,
to access for themselves without any intermediary. There is never to be any fee
charged by anyone for this material and there are no “authorized” teachers for
this work, ever. It is free. May you be free.
-Alex and Tish
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It’s Over …What’s Next?

Important Preface to “Notes on Ascension” December 5, 2013
“Creation is turning itself inside out and reconstituting itself!”
I wish to bring to the forefront, something that has been woven into our material
over the past several years: It is the theme of the “re-making” of creation or
“creation made new”.
Aurobindo, Mirra, Satprem and a few others undertook a grand experiment that
required decades of persistence by each of them. With their connections to higher
level spiritual consciousness as a high level reference (a spiritual “GPS”), they
proceeded to explore what underlies 3d matter, the consciousness of the cells of
their own biology, and deeper yet. I have referred to that “depth beyond” as the
“space between the atoms” as a connection to the Supreme, the Divine
Intelligence.
Thus one could say that the “highest” levels of as above connect in with the
“lowest” levels below 3d, 2d, 1d, etc., in other words the “space” between “atoms”.
Once the obstacles are removed, this becomes a unifying circuit that connects
with the higher Oneness, and Divine Itself. Ultimately, the extrema of “as below”
and “as above” are then joined (re re-joined).
-//It is through the extrema that “templates” of Original Intent can be found. It
helps in understanding how it is possible that something of the consciousness of
matter could possibly “revolt” against a corrupted 3d materiality that has chained
it for too long in a state of Error.
That which of Creation was “made wrong”, will be undone as Creation attempts
to reconstitute itself. This process likely relates to the “revolt of matter” that I
wrote of in the “Problems of Dissipation”.
What resonates coherently with the remaking of creation will remain –that which
does not, will be no longer.
-//Having again been revisiting the work of Satprem, Mirra, and Aurobindo, I would
say that overall they helped pave the way for the eventual remaking of creation.
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Their chief focus was the descent of the higher realms, the descent of the
“Supramental”, which they found to be beyond the scope of many of the higher
level beings that they were familiar with. Satprem referred to the Supramental as
a new “state of matter”. It is without precedent and has only briefly touched in
within this realm. It is also my sense that this is also the “stuff” of the “new
creation” (a/k/a “Baby”) that we have written about before.
As this “new creation” left its home womb, it left some imprint of itself, like new
codes for a new immune system for its host parent body. These “codes” were also
instructions for those within this creation to connect with “new creation” when
their consciousness is “ready”.
And at various levels there will be those beings who have developed sufficient
experience and wisdom to bridge the higher and lower levels –they are the
guides, caretakers, and inheritors of the Earth and the other worlds they came to
know well.
-//Very little of any this will mean anything to human-identified humans, concerned
mainly with human-centric notions. I would simply say that events do not bode
well for any consciousness that is attached to believing it is human (or other such
form) and derives its identity through that form. It is the spiritual consciousness
that identifies with the higher Light that will “be left standing” when the cosmic
“dust settles”.
-//One might say the “greater changes” are far more than any humanly-conceivable
“earthshaking” events of catastrophic change. We cannot know the sequence of
these changes at this point. It is possible that there will be a rapid cascade of
changes. At this point, the lower levels of this version reality are on a “delete list”.
Not just human civilization. The movie, the movie theatre, all that will come to a
close.
So much of manifest creation will cease! As if suspended in a vast cosmic
moment.
The process is inexorable. There is no human calendar to make a memo for
yourself.
Yet within all this, there is great care being taken to retrieve, bring forth,
resurrect, as much of the spiritual consciousness of the higher light in the “time”
allotted. This is beyond any “earth-changing” physical events, although these may
occur to the awareness of those caught up in such changes.
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Earth, this realm, etc. is very close to the “center of action”. It has been an
important key in the whole process of examining whether it could be possible for
creation to be “remade” without some total annihilation. That is the underlying
reason for its importance and tremendous efforts on its behalf. Not because of
“humans” but because of the spiritual intelligences that became trapped. There
were many ways that this occurred and it is not something that can be solely
attributed to the “dark forces”. There were many errors made at many levels and
these made it all the easier for various “dark forces” to seize control in whatever
ways they could.
The “corrections energies” are imbued with a type of consciousness. But it is not
of any one being. It is from the original impulse from Creator to recover and
repair the Errors, and to recover from the expansive effects of these flaws and
errors.

Concluding remarks to this preface:
The main prediction I have for the earth experience is really very simple: “It is
over.”
Human civilization is over, this human species is over. What remains may go
quickly or slowly or something of both, depending on situational contexts.
For those arriving at their “threshold of spiritualization”, there is a “nervous
excitement” and intrigue with “What’s next?” and a bit of anticipatory
nervousness at times. This can be saturated with the “complex flavors” of
poignancy, and a residue of conflicted wistfulness over the nature of one’s human
existence and that of one’s existence as a spiritual being, coupled with an
expanded reflection upon one’s spiritual learning and the “meaning of
everything”.
-//Access out of the “theatre” is being provided and the ascension, rescue, retrieval,
reconnection processes are underway. As of this writing there are no human
dates to “calendar” for anything of great significance. Nothing to report, at least.
In many ways, the “good news” is that events are far past such foolishness now.
For the time being, the process remains an individual one.
Soon enough the theatre itself will be taken down in order to fully end the
“movie”.
For some, looking from their human eyes and in human-centric terms, could
agree that the compounded “problems” of human civilization and its planetary
environment are beyond human “capacities” in any and all sense of the meaning.
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Some mistakenly blame humans for making a mess of the planet, some might
blame some “god”, or “ET/aliens”, etc.
All of this is misleading and distracting and totally misses the main concerns:
 First, you are not a human being, you are a spiritual being enmeshed in 3d
density through a human form.
 Second, humans on earth were an error compounded by errors and malefic
agendas.
 Third, for the spiritual Self, none of this was ever to have been about making
civilizations, making stuff, growing a population, and other self-centered
personal or collective pursuits.
Those were echoes and distorted derivations of the original intent of Creator to
explore, learn, create, and know The All that Is. Flaws and oversights in the
creation process gave rise to excess individuation, dissipation, and expansion far
and wide, as well as deep.
-//I will caution here for one last time, that any engagement in conflict or fears from
various forms of earthly physical catastrophe, or imagining something “changing”
to make the human world “safe” for whatever new delusionary illusions humans
can imagine, anything positive or negative that attaches one to this existence –
will in the short term, counteract personal high attractors. There is no “new
movie” to run from the theatre’s projection room.
In short, the process is in the hands of Creator of All and those high level
intermediary beings with the capacity to take on certain responsibilities in the
larger transformational and correction process.
Some spiritually-focused human Selfs can and will play a role through their own
higher being. This requires integrating with their higher being. This means either
their higher being descends more if itself into human level or the human level
ascends into their higher level being and leaves the animal level of human society.
A small portion who are spiritualized will remain in human form to witness and
as a conduit of feedback for however long may be tolerable to their human or
other level of being.
-Alex
-//-
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Notes on Ascension
Sunday, November 24, 2013
Note: This series of short essays is being brought to the public-viewable forum
section from “offline” discussions that have been underway.
It is challenging enough to descend enough of one’s higher Light to lift oneself
into the higher realms (a type of Self-ascent). It is impossible to collectively
“bring down” the Supramental, as was tested extensively by Aurobindo, Mirra,
and others who continued on with this work. Thus it was usually those “use once”
pathways through to higher levels that would be achieved in rare instances of
successful “high indifference” and “high attractors”.
Due to the intrinsic qualities of the human state of existence, of being, there could
not be a collective “bringing down” of the Divine, as had been desired initially.
What was missing from that approach to “the work” was a fuller participation of
higher realms in the process. This is what we now have occurring.
But there are still so many who retain nearly invisible “ties that bind” their
consciousness to this realm of existence, ties that linked mainly to their human
level “identity-Self”. For some there is the problem of a residual of their “spiritual
missions” to keep them here –whether these be truly “real” or Quixotic
imaginings.
Some of these ties are based upon repulsion of all that is wrong, some are based
upon those rare things that are “right enough”, relatively positive experiences.
Sometimes these involve entanglements others, sometimes it simply has to do
with ones energetic and physical “bubble” that may have served them so well as a
protective or nurturing “cocooning”. In this latter case, this can have the opposite
effect of creating a “pleasant” state of imprisonment in a world or realm of
existence that is on an inexorable path to permanent annihilation.
Seen from outside this human vibrational “system of existence”, imprisonment is
still imprisonment and becoming trapped in a state of being that is unequivocally
scheduled for deletion or demolition may not be such a good idea.
So a descension of a larger field is easier, safer, and more inclusive than to rely
upon multiple singular ones. (Of course, to each individuation, it is likely to seem
very “uniquely personal”, that is how these things are, at least initially.) Since for
the most part, the human level Selfs are incapable of collectively accomplishing
this, then it must be done from “outside” their sphere of reference –in short, from
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the higher realms of being that are not subject to the “ties that bind”.
One of the constraints upon the higher realms has been to not toss out the “baby
with the bathwater”, not to throw the entire mayonnaise away, rather to separate
out that which is of the True Light.
One of the problems has been that due to the compounded twin problems of
dissipation and individuation, there has been too little reliable information to
guide in the vastness of the higher realms, thus they sent forth portions of
themselves to improvise.
Imagine electric or magnetic field of light descending – enough of this field that it
cannot be interfered with.
All those who have developed their own high attractors in accord with this will
find resonance.
Those with the greatest “light quotient potentials”, the most “ready, willing and
able”, will jump to this, like charged particles jump to a charged attractor.
It matters not whether your physical body literally disappears or it is purely the
consciousness of your True Self which leaves the human realm. To each their
own. It would be presumptuous to assume or project the same for all involved.
At some point, there may be such an intense illumination of the charged fields of
the higher Light, that what remains behind will either be attracted or dissolved.
In short, however this transpires, your true consciousness, your true Self embarks
for new shores, free of any baggage or other burdens.
-Alex
-//-
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Notes on Ascension

A Question…
November 21, 2013

Imagine that you were informed that ascension “access portals” were opened and
more were opening and that they were “safe” to use …
But that for those going through first, there was no “specific” roadmap like
driving directions. Only a generally vague and hazy suggestion as to what one
may be looking for… look for an opening with the light, etc. there are certain
beings waiting to help you take your first step “on the other side”… Head west …
You know, really vague directions!
Imagine that those who arrive may be able to prepare what could be a set of
improved instructions, and communicate something of this back to those
seemingly “left behind” and imagine that eventually (when?) it may become
obvious to all who have even the smallest spark of Light. You know, very obvious
–as in like seeing the Denali (central interior Alaska) mountain group towering
over a “mere” two-mile high mountain range in front of it… That sort of
“obvious”!
So, do you wait for some form of confirmation (whatever form that may take) or
do you begin to probe and expand outwards using only pure high intent?
One of the caveats might that you also must be fully done with your human
experience. No regrets, no wish lists, no attachments, nothing whatsoever.
-//Bear in mind that we have all heard of versions of many promises of such things
over many years and rare few were valid. Some were false starts but honest in
origin, some were deceptions, etc. Many faces, many names, many times. And
those who did find a pathway through usually were unable to communicate to
others how to follow their tracks since often was a “use-only-once” access route.
So many times over so many years, that one is still in some version of the “movie
theatre” watching/participating in “the movie” until someone/something comes
in a literally unbolts your chair and wheels you outside for some new air and
light… or that the theatre walls fall down, the movie screen collapses, …. and
there you are in your seat, astonished, dumbfounded, excited, etc.
-//-
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Most importantly, assume that YOU are "seeing" this, "knowing" this, somehow
aware of this and may only need some "external" source to pursue this further. Or
conversely, an external source mentions this, and you notice it on your own inner
"radar" screen.
If it matters any, for simplicity sake, assume that I am one of any number of
"externalized" sources for such an announcement.
This is only "what if"…
…for now at least.
-Alex
-//-
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Notes on ascension

"Control Issues"
November 22, 2013
My thoughts on this for today:
One facet of the “control” problem has been the false starts and deceptions that I
referred to. So one needs to be “in control” ways which are most important to
maintaining the needed clarity and perspective. There is a serious “downside” to
this, however.
But the main antidote is to know one is a spiritual being first and foremost and
always – AND that one is NOT a “human”. Otherwise, the human personality self
and its lower levels will dominate.
The high attractor and the process of ones detachment and completions is one of
the essentials to make this breakthrough. Detachment and completions has
always been a tricky thing, especially with seemingly endless invisible threads
(attachments) that bind and which can be manipulated by outside human and
non-human forces.
-//At the human level, there is human personality-self ”control” issues. No amount
of human-based psycho-therapy can change this, only make one more
sophisticated and clever in self-deception and delusion. Likewise, the “new age
healing” tendencies taught many a great deal about consciousness and energy
and physicality – but these also provided powerful and sophisticated modalities
for self-imprisonment in the dark control matrix – and it is this latter aspect that
came to dominate. Too many came to believe (became deluded) that just because
one could ease or remove pain and suffering with energy-consciousness healing
techniques, that all was well and all could be fixed, etc. Of course this is
impossible without one sufficient spiritual understanding/comprehension. So all
the healing techniques in many ways were no different than those “social causes”
that were like trying to put a little sticky bandage on a cancer to cover it over –
they mostly reinforced the matrix “control” systems. And this is why most
“healers” remained ignorant and deluded about the true nature of Reality.
And this “control” problem becomes reflected internally with ones state of
consciousness as well as externally in the context of human civilization as a
whole.
-//The problem of errors and poor judgment (stupidity) on the part of various levels
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of the higher realms has been one of the main factors in the delays and failures to
effect the needed changes. The other side of this relates to the strength of the
Dark of course. But as always, one must look to the inner makeup first, the
internal foundational state of being – thus this mostly lies at the doorstep of
those in service to the higher Light – and upon the doorstep of Prime Creator. In
Problems of Dissipations I outlined two additional flaws in creation process
itself. There is likely one more, but there is no need to go into that anymore.
Overall, there has been a lack of good insights available to those in the higher
level realms coming from those with first hand “as below” experience (although it
is not as if there have not been any) – And thus the intermediate higher realms
responsible for the greater changes have been “winging it” without very good
bearings or direction and not doing very well at their “job”. Not very much to go
on –and certain important constraints placed upon them.
Until now.
So, would you throw your lot in (trust in them and their process) with higher
realm beings who are clueless? Just because they are “higher realm beings”? To
my way of knowing, there has needed to be a clear assessment and plan with a
good feedback process for “course-correction”.
Fortunately, this is being joined and we can see the faces of our higher realm
breathren, and they can see us!
-//So –the “high attractor” (even if it is purely high intent without specific definition
or other parameters) is what helps stop the internal conflict.
I have written on this a number of times. So here I will write a short version
anew. Lower self is the base human processor that has some self-awareness
acquired by virtue of a connection to others (socialization into the human tribes)
and by virtue of its contact with the aspect of the spiritual True Self that is
resident with the human form. Lower self will (for most) loyally keep you going
as long as it possibly can, with its last breath, through pain and suffering if need
be. But at some point the True Self can assert itself through the human
personality self (middle self) through some process of conscious summation of
spiritual lessons, overall “mission”, and eventually detachment and completions
in terms of decoupling from the human realm of existence (the individuated
being as well as the social tribal collective). The completions and detachment
process can trigger a certain level of interest and intrigue within the lower self as
well as with the lower range of the middle self that identifies with “being human”.
Such a conversation could be characterized somewhat along these lines: Are you
ready for something more? Expanded being? Not bound to physical limitations
of this biology and gravity of Earth? And its “eyes” get bigger in wonderment over
such possibilities. And a high attractor is presented with clarity and certainty.
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And the lower level self might ask: “so we don’t have to slog through this level of
existence anymore”? “Wow”! And becomes very excited at this. “Tell me more”,
it says. And in this opening, eager for more, it can become a co-partner, coparticipant in this “launch into space”, into the spiritual realms –to “true home”
that in so many ways is ultimately the true origins for 3d biology and planetary
bodies (via the Divine templates of Intention). Now much energy is freed up in
your physio-subtle bodies. So many more can thus make it to the “portals” under
their own power, or with relatively little help or a boost.
The lower self also knows that while its own bodily vehicle may be jettisoned in
the process, it will all have been worth it!
End of one story. Beginning of new one. Or perhaps rejoining the “True One”,
which has been there all along, simply waiting for its aspects, its children, to
“come home” and share what they have learned in their far journeys.
-Alex
-//-
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Notes on Ascension, Continuation
Started November 24, 2013 – finished December 8, 2013

“When one looks at the world of men from the supramental consciousness,
the dominant characteristic is a feeling of oddity, of artificiality – a world
that is absurd because it is artificial. This world is false because its material
appearance does not at all express the profound truth of things. There is as
if a discrepancy between the appearance and what lies within. Thus, a man
with a divine power deep within him may, on the outer plane, find himself
in the situation of a slave. It’s preposterous! Whereas in the supramental
world, the will acts directly upon the substance, and the substance is
obedient to this will. When you want to clothe yourself, the substance you
are living in immediately assumes the form of clothing to cover you. When
you want to move from one place to another, your will is sufficient to carry
you without your needing any kind of vehicle or artificial means.”

-Mirra from “Mother’s Agenda”
For some years it has been my sense that a grand bifurcation is underway, a
culmination of many smaller bifurcations or choice points. This is very different
from those who purport infinite new timelines, realities, etc. or an increase in
potential choices or bifurcations. A new realm of “infinite possibilities” can occur
after this primary bifurcation I completed. However, “first things first”, as the
expression goes.
On the one hand are those who choose and resonant with the Divine, Creator of
All, and on the other hand are those who do not. The reasons are myriad and
varied according to internal and external dynamics.
This applies to human level Selfs as well as their higher levels of being –and to
many levels of beings beyond.
One way of describing this is like the acid etching process used in printmaking.
That which remains, is that which is supposed to be, that which is dissolved away
does not. It is the process of “separating the mayonnaise”, the Light from the
entwine of the darkness”, brought to its conclusion.
“… something that makes us discern between what belongs to the world of
falsehood which is destined to disappear and what belongs to this same
world of ignorance and inertia but is transformable. One will go to one side
and the other to the other side. All that is transformable will be permeated
more and more with this new substance and this new consciousness to such
an extent that it will rise towards it and serve as a link between the two but
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all that belongs incorrigibly to falsehood and ignorance will disappear. This
was also prophesied in the Gita: among what we call the hostile or antidivine forces, those capable of being transformed will be uplifted and go off
towards the new consciousness, whereas all that is irrevocably in darkness
or belongs to an evil will shall be destroyed and vanish from the Universe.
And a whole part of humanity that has responded to these forces rather too
--- zealously will certainly vanish with them. …”

-Mirra from “Mother’s Agenda”
At some point, possibly sooner than one might imagine, this entire dynamic
process may move very quickly. A “flash of light”? Perhaps over a period of
months or less, then suddenly moving, like a glacier surging on liquid melt water.
In various essays, I have referred to the “space between the atoms” to refer to
That Which is Beyond ordinary material reality and which is connected to the
Divine Intent preceding manifest creation. In various schema of the human or
soul body energy centers and subtle bodies, this Divine space could be imagined
as something far below the lowest levels of 3d, 2d, 1d, and actually connects back
to the Divine that is usually represented as something beyond the highest levels
described in the various energy body schema.
…“Life Without Death”, “The Willed Mutation of the Cells”, “Supramental Life”
(Life Divine – as per Aurobindo), “Revolt of the Earth”…
These are terms from Satprem, one of Mirra’s closest collaborators and primary
scribe, and one of those who continued on with their work. While he passed on in
recent years leaving behind his corporeal remains, he is one of many who have
had the experience of “disapparating”, or phasing out of ordinary 3d reality.
More significantly, he describes the experience of what he called the supramental
fields. A fluid-solid “non-substance”, a “new state of matter”, light body of a gellike fluid solidity to it that seems impervious to anything that does not vibrate in
a compatible manner. I will add here that others have had such experiences and
describe it similarly.
One of the things I have noted for our own process is the importance of that inner
dialogue with one’s lower self, that portion which tends to be in close connection
with the “mind of the cells” and which primarily oversees your body vehicle,
whatever abuses may be placed upon it by the personality self or circumstance.
And I have mentioned a “revolt of the cells” in the essay “Queen of the Machine”
to suggest the possibility of something of the Divine template gaining sentiency
unto itself and no longer operating under the influence of the “Error of the Dark”.
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One mode for unification and reconnection of ones energy centers and
consciousness is to request assistance from the “corrections energies” of the
highest order possible to clear and free your lower aspects of any and all dark
force influences and damage and to help your own greater being to unify them
into a unified field. Likewise to request the same be applied to your human aspect
fields in clear and free them from any and all dark force influences and damage
and to unify them into the field of your true self, your own higher being. (One
caveat is that this has the potential to loosen the energetic attraction of one’s
body to one’s true consciousness. This in turn can catalyze bodily discomforts.)
I have also mentioned the “space between the atoms” –the foundations
underlying matter, cellular biology. This is another access to the Divine templates
and consciousness, and can allow access to the Supramental. Usually this
requires a state of coherent resonance within the cellular matter of one’s body –
all (or most) cells “breathing as one”. Otherwise these energies can destroy the
body or propel the ejection of your consciousness. As below, deeply so -- as
above, so highly so. Human-like structure between these extrema no longer
functions as ordinary biology. It is of some other state for which there are no
human words.
It is my sense that this is one of the things that can be addressed from your newly
consolidated (and ascended) state of being, without requiring years or decades of
penetrating down through the obstinacy of matter that was “made wrong” to
reach the “other side”.
In short, we are talking about the start a new, posthuman species.
Here on this Earth or a new earth? This is to be discovered and determined once
one has completed enough of their ascension process and is well-ensconced in the
energy and full consciousness of their true being. Even then, this is not
guaranteed, as “soul beings” and other “higher level beings” who have human
experience are not all of the same overall state of spiritual evolution.
-Alex
-//-
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“Evidence” and Signs are not Always
According to “Expectations”
December 2, 2013
In no special order, I offer the following:
Of those who use the “corrections invocations” a few who have reported back with
tangible effects. It can also be used to enhance or support ones own internal high
intentions and focus. In some ways it is a multi-purpose tool.
At this point, the field of these energies is permeating many levels of this reality
and thus is perhaps less readily felt at an individual level than it was when it was
first descending. I continue to use these in my own “customized” way each day,
depending on what requires my attention.
The greater “corrections process” encompasses the fallen realm and permeates
the underpinning of 3d reality. This provides a type of interim support for those
trapped beings while it works to dissolve this reality.
There is also the “press pot effect” coming up from below and bearing down from
above. This process does contribute to a type of heightened tension given its
“mission” to breakdown the structures of a “reality of error” and help free the ties
that bind spiritual consciousnesses trapped within.
Imagine we are suspended in some kind of stasis field. Within it “reality” seems
generally “normal” in a familiar sort of way, but it is slowly looping around itself.
Outside of this field meanwhile, the staging and sequencing is being prepared to
that will act more rapidly to tear down this reality in more ways than “mere
earthshaking”. This is also one of the sources of impressions of massive earthchanging events that are increasingly being noticed in the inner awareness of
increasing numbers of people.
-//Too few have adopted focused energy practices to collect and unify their lower
and higher energy bodies, whether it is the “crystal body” or other comparable
practice.
Of the handful who have reported their experiences with the crystal body
practice, its effects were remarkably similar and I have already summarized
these. While not a “panacea” to spiritually exiting one’s human form, it can at the
least serve as an important process and tool for “pulling oneself together” and
countering the effects of dissipation.
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As always, “pure high intent” to accompany ones internal completions process is
key. Attachments to this realm will short circuit the process.
-//One can spend months at this and one day “fall off the wagon” by getting involved
in some social cause, worrying about some global or local crisis, or looking for
some “end date” (like 12-2012) to plan the remainder of one’s human life around.
The reason I have placed such an emphasis on the problem of “attachments” is
that the human level of Self is a microcosm of the “as above”. Especially so, since
you are an extension of your higher level of spiritual being, you can exert much
influence with your greater Self and gain some help from the higher realms as
well.
Thus I have suggested various self-guiding, self-correcting guidances to help one
in decoupling from an enforced state of “delusionary illusions” that are encased
with “layers of denial over layers of denial”.
-//When the human level of true Self seeks to end the madness of the Falsehood of a
reality that was “made wrong” and to seek what is Real and what is True, then
this is where one can exercise some jurisdiction.
-//How one creates, utilizes and maintains their own “bubble” becomes an exercise
in finer and finer spiritual discernment.
Those “bubbles of bliss” that others may be ensconced in may not be what they
seem. And to those within their own “bubbles”, they are ultimately governed by
their own state of spiritual consciousness and that all goes with it.
Accomplished “meditators” can achieve “inner bliss’” but it is usually a type of
sophisticated avoidance and too often becomes a spiritual trap.
Externalized in the human material world there is the trap of those “bubbles of
bliss” where one may physically live. In the USA and in many other locales there
is still enough space where those who are well ensconced in rural locations can
live simply enough, healthily enough, and even “enjoy” congenial society. In
urban/suburban locations, this is increasingly rare and is usually fraught with
problems of social pathology that are masked by denial.
I have lived in many rural and urban places where I made a satisfying enough
bubble around me. This was always subject to and relative to my state of
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awakened social-awareness and ultimately governed by my state of awakened
spiritual consciousness.
So the question becomes, to what extent does one choose to maintain one’s
bubble from within a collapsing reality, a reality that was “made wrong”?
The use of the term “ultimately” is important here because it is like taking the
first of many of those “red pills” of the Matrix-movie trilogy. However, unlike the
movie story, one can take a partial dose at first before taking a full course at full
dosage. At that point, there is no turning back.
-//Those who can focus on “high intent” can find their way out of the collapsing
reality. Yet every moment one looks back upon their human life with wistful
attachment, the higher process will be held back. These attachments include
myriad social “positive” causes as well as those “negative” dynamics based upon
conflict-duality over what is humanly “right or wrong”. Thus the more often one
turns their inner gaze to engage in the social or inter-personal “issues of the day”,
the more likely the process will short circuit.
And then there are those attachments of a blissful or pleasant cocooning that
become another form of attachment.
If it is with full spiritual consciousness that one enjoys residing at a beautiful
beach, knowing full well of an imminent tsunami that will obliterate their
physicality, then that is another matter entirely.
They are already free.
-//The majority of human Selfs imagine they prefer to experience existence as a
human based upon the habituations of a self-centered, social tribal animal
existence. This is the default state for a non-conscious “state of being”.
Those who wish for a spiritual “new world” but do not fully act upon this will
continue seated in “the theatre” as the collective or inner “projector” keeps rolling
the movies. Meanwhile the walls are opened up, the structures taken down, then
movie screen gone, and they are freed from their “seating arrangements” –that
they never needed to begin with.
Recall the movie “Contact”: the sphere or bubble that was made to facilitate
interdimensional higher contact was never intended to have a seat bolted to its
floor and fastening straps to hold the “human self” in place. In the story, had the
“passenger” (Self) not paid close attention to the dynamics of an increasingly
violent shaking, they would have been crushed when the human artifice
collapsed/shook loose. A powerful metaphor from a popular movie.
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-//As to “expectations”, aside from rare exceptions, “expectations” are part of
projected illusion. What does this mean, “expectations”?
-//If it seems to take more energy to remain calm and centered, then ones “internal
reiterative diagnostics” need to be enhanced. Why is this? Where is your
attention? Why? Etc. … Certain facets of the human self may not like some of the
diagnostic results.
It is often preferable to shift one’s state of attention an being, like breathing
oneself out of one skin into a different one, even if only briefly.
Every moment to become as deliberately conscious as possible.
-//Now then, I must acknowledge that we are in a most tension-provoking set of
circumstances.
The human level of existence in the 3d world is fraught with dangers and
difficulties for the spiritually minded, there is also the larger “corrections
process” that envelopes and permeates this realm.
At a deeply non-conscious level, the human “collective” awareness, chaotic and
conflicted as it is, “knows” that human civilization is over and that it is probably
the end of the present human species.
This “sense” for most is buried under layers of denial, covered over with denial of
this state of denial.
This is yet another factor that stimulates types of "end times madness".
-Alex
-//-
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Tearing Down the Theatre to End the “Movie”
December 3, 2013

“We are now at a point where the “theatre” may need to be torn down to “stop
the movie” and free the Light.”
“Imagine an audience in a theater. They have been taking part in a virtual reality
movie and they no longer remember that they are so involved in a nearly endless
loop, set up with variations on the same themes, over and over and over. They are
watching the action as well as participating in it. Newcomers may show up over
time and they become mesmerized and drawn in to this as well.”
“Some may be deluding themselves into staying in the virtual reality by imagining
they are “creating” or that they are “creators” –some may be immersed in
suffering and torment while others are immersed in some “new age”. However,
those who are looking from outside the theatre see the situation otherwise for what
it is. We are at a point where the theatre needs to be torn down to end the movie
and to let the higher Light in and to let the trapped Light out to reconnect with its
true origins.”
(pp 35-36 of “Problems of Dissipation”, End note #13, November 12, 2013
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Problems%20of%20Dissipation.pdf )

-//A short version of all of this is that the 3d matrix world is essentially selfreinforcing by those it imprisons (a “virtual reality”) and needs to be obliterated
from above, from outside of itself, as from below through the “space between the
atoms”. What replaces what is removed and changed remains to be seen. Some of
this will depend upon how well the process goes of reintegrating fragmented
higher level/soul beings with their human levels and vice versa. Some may play
an important role as local spiritual “higher councils” that can help guide the
process further while supporting the larger changes of Creation and of Creator.
In some ways, this describes one of the likely forms of “planetary stewards” and
higher guidance. This bears no resemblance to fanciful notions of “stewardship”
by human level environmentalists who know little to nothing of spiritual reality.
The “audience in the theater” has been taking part in an interactive movie and
they no longer remember that being the case. Meanwhile a nearly endless loop is
set up with variations on the same themes, over and over and over. And if you are
reading this from a human-centric point of view, consider that this has affected
and infected the originating spiritual beings that have had human presences.
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Newcomers show up to the theatre and also become mesmerized by this and get
drawn into the collective surreality.
Some will delude themselves into staying in the “virtual reality” by imagining
they are “creating” or that they are “creators” –but those outside looking at the
entire situation see it otherwise.
So yes, the “plug may get pulled” on all of this.
-//It is one thing for spiritual beings in a state of higher Oneness to collectively
explore, project, create, participate in reality systems together and when done,
neatly pack it all away and share their learning together.
It is entirely another situation to become encased or trapped in one’s collective
creation (projections) with no safety lines and poor channels of communications
through which to ask for help.
Given the active role of the Dark forces in all this, a terribly “wrong” reality was
doubly compounded.
-//Those who are the most spiritualized (awakened) are preparing or are leaving the
theatre as they have no need or desire to remain.
Some will be standing by outside to lend assistance if and when called upon.
Others have their own “destinations”, some of which may have little to do with
Earth or anything concerning the fallen creation.
There are some who are being transported “off world” (out of the theatre) to be
with those that they most “belong with”, although this is not the main feature of
the “rescue”, “reconnection”, and “corrections” process.
For some, the theatre may be taken down, the movie ended, but they will
continue to project the movie through false memories and “presumptive error”.
(This spiritual Error presumes that this (human 3d) is the best or only way to
learn what is desired to learn by spiritual beings. This error has infected higher
levels of spiritual beings, not just that which has become mired in the human
domain.)
-//As it is with the rescue of people trapped underground, first there is an
immediate need for access tunnels to provide new air and light to make it to the
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next stage of retrieval and rescue and perhaps for some to “walk out” under their
own power and perhaps help others to do the same.
So there are openings being made in the “theatre walls”. Notice any “holes” in the
movie screen lately? Perhaps in your inner one?
-//In most circles that have some orientation toward notions of “ascension”, this
concept tends toward believing in some version of “mass ascension”, just as there
were notions of a mass scale “global” spiritual awakening. The extent of “mass
ascension” is more likely to be limited to the “press pot effect” elevating everyone
somewhat, but not to some higher plane of “instant enlightenment”. These
notions all arise from human-centric thinking at the human-level.
Thus there is no “mass ascension”, even with multiple functioning “exit portals”,
it will still be unique to each. And then there are those who still are attached to
the “movie”.
Each will naturally settle at their highest stable vibrational level. If this were not
the case, then the nightmare of this realm would continue to play out in some
new theatre on some other dimensional level and too little will have changed.
-Alex

PS:
A word (Latin again!) popped in while writing this essay…
SIMULACRUM (simulacra): Something that replaces reality with its
representation. Jean Baudrillard in "The Precession of Simulacra" defines this
term as follows: "Simulation is no longer that of a territory, a referential being,
or a substance. It is the generation by models of a real without origin or reality:
a hyperreal.... It is no longer a question of imitation, nor duplication, nor even
parody. It is a question of substituting the signs of the real for the real" (1-2).
His primary examples are psychosomatic illness, Disneyland, and Watergate.
Fredric Jameson provides a similar definition: the simulacrum's "peculiar
function lies in what Sartre would have called the derealization of the whole
surrounding world of everyday reality". (from an Internet search of this term)
-//-
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The “High Attractor” and “Home”
December 3, 2013
These are unique to each and there is no catalog to “shop” these from, no social
networking list to pick and choose from.
One’s “high attractor” can be as simple and direct as one’s purest intention to go
“home” to your originating spiritual energy matrix, your soul or other higher level
being that you emanated from.
A simple and positive and high intention. Please take me “home”, I am done here.
Connect with the “corrections energies”, Creator of All, and your own higher
being.
Insist upon this –but you really have to mean it. There is no room for
equivocating or “deal making” with the Divine, and there is no “carry-on”
baggage.
The processes of completion and inner dialogue, which I have presented in
various ways, still apply.
There are too few who have ever explained any of this, I have my way, those few
others have theirs. Yet the analyses and substantive content is generally the same.
“Save the world”, “save the whales”, “save the humans”, save the planet”, etc.,
etc., …all are in essence variations of denial and suppression of true knowing.
These are variations on the theme of maintaining one’s imprisonment and
eventually surviving the density of matter, even its destruction, just to “prove a
point”. And what is this “point”? It is that of spiritual beings who thought they
would show Creator that they were right and Creator and its higher level of
oversight was wrong.
Notions of “mass ascension”, “mass awakening”, etc., etc., …are essentially part of
the same problem. I use the term “essence” here to emphasize that this is what
you find when you peel away all the well-intended and high-sounding notions of
“making a difference”, “saving the humans”, doing one “spiritual mission” –all
too often delusions to justify joining in and maintaining a fallen state.
We are at a profound bifurcation point.
-//-
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On the one hand is a continuance of the “Path of the Error”, leading to an
existential Abyss. On the other hand is a “Path of Grace”, that of reconciliation
and reconnection with the higher Oneness and one’s own higher spiritual
beingness.
I wish to make clear, one more time, that “mass ascension” is not possible when
the vast majority of human presences on the Earth prefer denial and separation,
and are addicted to a spiritually “wrong” existence. The layers of denial, serve to
mask fundamental errors which led to minimizing or severing altogether a
connection to the higher Oneness and one’s true being. Too many are witting
and/or unwitting participants in this whole scheme, regardless of the actual
influence of actual dark forces.
Those who spiritually comprehend enough of the situation know this to be the
case.
-//As readers know, I like to draw upon stories from movies to help illustrate a
point.
In one of these stories I came to appreciate, there is a situation involving
something that appears as if human but is born of the “error” of its creators.
These human-like creatures are dominated by a shared mind link and vast
intelligence that accords them near total mastery over ordinary physical
reality. And like biology, it “feeds” upon matter in order to replicate itself,
making endless variations of its original template that was based upon a
serious error of its original creators.
Born of error that emanated from another race that sought to “play god” and
that was destroyed by one of the prototypes of these beings which they had
created.
This new race threatens to overrun the galaxy, and beyond. A short-term
solution was devised in which this “fallen” race would be encapsulated with a
“time dilation” field. To those within the bubble of the field, time appears to
flow “normally”. It is only from outside the bubble can those in primary
consensus space-time see that all that is trapped is in a type of extreme slow
motion. This trap gives those outside the bubble the needed opportunities
(“time”) in which to find a way to resolve the problem since there is no
ordinary way to “destroy” these beings. If the protective field collapses or
weakens, then there is the extreme danger that these beings -- – will flood
creation taking control of everything in the realm of material matter to
remake it in their image – that of falsehood and error.
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While trapped or imprisoned as they were, those beings inside the bubble
have plenty of time to plan and plot and reflect upon their situation, which of
course carries implications as the story develops further.
Fast forward to a sequel to the original storyline whereby a portion of these
super beings survived the eventual defeat of their race and set up their own
civilization in which they could revel in the “perfection” of their error.
Eventually a small fraction within the surviving (and now thriving) fallen
race of beings finds something is “missing” to their existence within their
“perfection of error”. It is a version of the Divine consciousness that only
genuine soul beings were given and it is that which these soulless being find
missing in their version of individuation. And they seek their own version of
completion, salvation, and ascension.
This is a rough model for the present situation of humans on earth and elsewhere
that shares a “commonality of paradigm” that also extends to the higher level of
soul or other higher being that originated a human presence.
As the human-level attachment to human dramas continue unabated, with global
destruction always seeming around the corner, and always something to latch
onto for one more ride on the “merry go round”, etc., etc., there remains the
opportunity to make a relatively informed choice. This is very much like that
fictional time dilation field that quarantined a cosmic menace.
Visions and intimations of global catastrophes are partly derived from a desire to
be rid of an existence that is wrong –and are partly derived from converging
“future” events related to “tearing down of the theatre to end the movie” and to
free those who are ready and willing to be freed.
Since the more recent and actual encapsulation of the fallen sector by Creator, the
question has been how to help release the true light that became trapped in the
“solidity” and “deathness” of matter and its tendency toward entropic decay and
to complete the transformation or the dissolution of the “manifest ground” for
the Error(s).
One of the problems has been that too many of those of the higher light opted to
participate in a fallen creation. It is not allowed to spread this “infection” any
more through expansion, dissipation, or further individuation of the original
Error(s) that gave rise to this situation in the first place. Thus the energy available
to those trapped in the bubble of the fallen creation zone, vast as it has been,
becomes increasingly limited and self-consuming. Eventually, whatever is
trapped in it becomes depleted.
There has also been the problem of those of the true Light of Creation who
desire/desired to be freed of the “errors” and its effects. Through the work of a
courageous few –especially over the most recent Earth century –the situation
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within the fallen creation became better understood at higher levels all the way to
Creator and new pathways made for the transformative light to reach into the
darkness.
One of the problems interfering with “rescue”, “release”, or “resurrection” of
those of the Light seeking a way out of a collective nightmare was that the plunge
into extreme density (for those who acted out of “spiritual choice”) involved a
form of “self-centered intention”. This was partly based upon innate and genuine
desires of creator beings –and partly based upon the degeneration of the Creatorgiven power of spiritual individuation into a type of arrogant self-centeredness
that came to oppose the greater Creation and Creator. This we have referred as
the Dark forces.
And there were those who may have been intrigued to “sample the wares” –and
those who came to investigate and perhaps be Service in rectifying the problems
–too many became trapped in the embrace of this zone of Darkness.
At the human level “as below” there is the collective and personal microcosms,
playing out variations of all the foregoing with rare exception.
The ultimate release from this is to know enough of That Which is True from that
which is False and to walk out of this error, leaving it all behind, no attachments,
no conditionals, nothing but your essence and the essence of your learning from
this realm of existence.
With emphasis on relatively sufficient knowledge of the error and the decision to
not replicate this again –or at the very least, to fully let go of all attachment to the
projected illusions and deluded existence that comes from multiple layers of
denial created to cover the first denial that it was all “made wrong/done wrong”
in the first place.
From now, until this realm is dissolved, destroyed, and deleted …in every
moment of every day, the human level of fragmented (excessively individuated)
and dissipated fragments of the true Light (the Divine intelligence) will seemingly
go through the motions of a self-centered, social tribal existence with daily
“anchoring” of the original error through innumerable and infinite attachments
to the objects of “3d materiality” that are born of original error and a
consciousness focused upon (externalized) “objects” and “objectives”. It will be
as if stuck in a loop of time and space, quarantined from the rest of Creation.
-//Even as the “theatre” is torn down and the “projected movie” gone, so many of
those human and higher level individuations of individuation will continue
reinforcing their own versions of a denial of their state of delusion that denies
their state of denial. And thus countless little movies will continue even after the
theatre is taken down and the new air circulating.
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Eventually these will collapse into nothing as there is no energy to maintain such
a state and nothing left for them to feed upon to maintain a state of Error.
The choice of course will be, as it has always been a state of Grace or a state of
Error.
In Grace, (higher Oneness) all manner of ideas can be explored, tested, even
manifested. When done, they can be undone, rolled up, and otherwise completed
–and all those involved share their unique facets of learning from it all. None
become trapped in delusion and density of their own making, or that of anyone
else.
-Alex
-//-
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Transformation or Spiritual Depletion
December 8, 2013

Note: Some of this following is an extension of what I have already discussed in
the A-List Epilogue and concluding essays as well as the earlier material on
ascension and transformation. Also, “New Creation” refers to “Baby” and is a
separate creation system from this one, much as we described in the first essay on
this topic some years ago.
-//One high level concern is about “spiritual depletion”, especially for those trapped
in the “concrete-like density” of a fallen zone of creation that arose from a
creation process fraught with errors.
And so I begin with a possible End.
-//Creator of All is aware that problems of great magnitude occurred in Its Work.
Its vast consciousness must consolidate what can be of its work and all that has
been learned …and perhaps have a “good long think”.
This is related to a “signal beacon” calling in Its Light wherever or however it may
be. This does not necessarily mean the end of “The All” (All That Is), rather it is
essential to Creator’s learning before the effects from individuation-dissipationexpansion problems go too far and too little of the Light is retrievable.
(So yes, eventually, this may lead to the dissolution of lower planes of
manifestation to prevent further spread of the infection.)
In accord with a unified field, the human aspects are to be reconnected and
unified with their originating Being in order that those Beings may be more
complete and conduct their own internal learning and self-assessments. Our
higher level beings may be reconnecting or combining with other higher level
beings, etc. This is something discussed several years in the initial essays on the
ascension and transformation process.
-//To help with initial frame of reference, there are those “soul beings” that directly
carry the original spark of Light of Creator of All and there are those souls whose
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spark of Light is derived from other high level beings who were originally imbued
with the higher Light. Then there are those who were created by derivations of
the Dark that sought to mimic this process as a way to permanently replicate
itself. And there are those which are empty vessels for the most part, occasionally
“occupied”, more often by dark entities.
-//For our own Selfs, there is the request of our higher levels and of the correction
energies to assist in clearing and upgrading our lower aspects (“2-d” and “1-d”) as
well as all of our Self. And as part of this request, I have suggested adding the
component to dissolve that which cannot be cleared and upgraded or otherwise
recovered, thus freeing our Self from inappropriate ballast.
As above, our higher level/soul being can make a similar request for Itself. This
request is a counterpart to what I have suggested concerning our spiritualized
human level Self: to clear and upgrade its lower aspects, which can include its
human level Self as well as those below.
It is my expectation and intention that this process be adequately “consultative”
between higher level and human level and vice versa.
With regard to any one individual, I have no idea whether this is what will occur
or not since I suspect it is dependent on the state of spiritual development of the
human level Self as well as the state of spiritual development of the higher level
Being. Thus, there could be nearly infinite gradations in this dynamic.
This is not mere speculation on my part as I know this is possible and I know
there are those human level Selfs that would like to rejoin their spiritual “home”
and be totally free of all burdens and memories from at least their present human
lifetime of experiences. I also know there are higher level/soul beings that desire
to move on and recognize how initial intentions may have “failed to bear fruit” for
their present human level presences.
And there is no blame, no shame, no fault in any of this. It just is.
In some instances, agreements have been worked out between one’s human level
and one’s higher level or these are in the process of being worked out the details
for one’s transition.
In some cases that might even be a “walk-out”/”walk- in” arrangement whereby
the present aspect of the higher level/soul being may leave in a manner that
allows another aspect to enter for whatever purposes, etc. There is usually some
hand-off, like giving the new “occupant” the keys, instructions on how to make
coffee, and other possibly relevant details of their human existence that could
prove useful. (Such “arrangements by agreement” have been going on for quite a
while, by the way, and thus are nothing new.)
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In any event, it is always unique to each and a very intimate matter for most.
- // Those higher level beings that are of mutually compatible vibrational states will
be able to connect at whatever levels are most appropriate to help restructure
creation and their own domains. As below, so above – as above, so below.
At the lower levels involving human aspects and their larger beings, those who
have a substantially better spiritual understanding and higher energy capacity
will be asked to help assess the larger situation of humans, earth, and whatever
and wherever else is relevant to their domains.
The essay “Problems of Dissipation” discusses the possibility that those beings
with human presences who are spiritually developed enough are encouraged to
set up a more “localized” version of such a Council of Selves. This first requires
they attain adequate internal coherency and energy capacity to link up with one
another –and to the higher Oneness.
This naturally relates to the prioritization of those with higher “light quotient
potentials” to go undergo the ascension process early on and to learn how to
build this capacity up quickly. The higher level Trust is necessary for any of this
to work. This “trust” is of a similar quality as that which is derived from the “New
Creation” (“Baby”) and which we have discussed also in the context for human
levels of Selfs who have been considering developing a transitional “awakened
community” amongst themselves.
At ever higher levels, a similar process must occur, ultimately with Creator of All
calling its own version of a “Council of Selves”.
-//For the morass of the mass of human aspects that retain some connection to a
higher level of existence, there is a severe problem of a marginally functional
human level of “intelligence”.
It is non-spiritual “intelligence” that is closely engaged with the various social
control memes and the base-level of self-centered social-tribal existence that is
the nature of this human species. This is one of the “ballasting” effects that places
the spiritual Self at risk of greater separation from True Self and becoming pulled
down into the abyss of the fallen creation.
From the perspective of some of the higher beings, it is almost as all the humanly
rationalized causative factors are secondary to the overall situation –in other
words, mostly irrelevant. In the event of mass catastrophe, whatever its nature,
the situation in the next levels up will become like an overflowing triage ward.
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Thus those with the highest light quotient potentials” will have the capacity to
assist in such a situation.
-//Once reconnected, recollected, reintegrated, etc., our own and other higher level
beings will be better able to assist those stuck in “as below” with “making the
reach”, those with the most spiritual “light quotient potential” would get priority.
(In other words, the recall/retrieval of the spiritual essence that has been stuck in
the human 3d holographic virtual reality.) This in turn increases the carrying
capacity of the transition zones in aiding the larger numbers who may find
themselves “catastrophically removed” from the mire of the lower levels.
-//I know many are still wondering about planetary and other types of catastrophe.
These are most likely to be experienced, at least at the lower levels of what is
presently human-defined-human in the imagined-to-be “real world” of the 3d
surreal.
-//There is another type of extraordinary existential catastrophe, and it the
explosion “from the inside out”, from the depths beyond matter, of the Divine. All
that which resonates will be made new, that which does not resonate, will no
longer be.
-//Will there be a “new earth” like environment? I have tried to explain this before.
As of this writing, multiple versions of a “new earth” exists at various levels in
this creation. There is also something of the supramental energy that is at work in
the new creation realm as well. And there is the possibility of the remaking or
transforming something of this planetary body into a higher vibrational state.
-//The concluding essays, especially the fourth on the problems of dissipation and
individuation bring much of our work “full circle”. The material over the years
has been akin to a near-real time reportage and chronicle along with critical
commentary and insights from the higher levels as well as to offer perspectives on
the human and other lower levels.
Our work has been intended to assist those who “are on the verge” of their own
“spiritual threshold” to let go of attachments to human physical and social form.
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And to do so with high compassion and higher spiritual understanding. Feelings
of upset, frustration, anger are all quite understandable, but it is important not to
let these dominate or influence your thoughts and actions.
-//Humans Selfs and their higher level of being – for the most part – are trapped in
a movie and the movie theatre and can only make variations to the “main script”.
To be blunt, the “theatre” will be needing to be torn down so as to “end the
movie” and to let the Light flow.
-Alex

-//-
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Notes on Ascension

Confirmatory Signs
December 8, 2013
Confirmatory signs in this “line of work” are very important.
One that comes to mind this evening is that there comes a time when it becomes
more and more difficult to maintain the pretense of "acting" as if human, you
discover that you are pretending you are doing or “enjoying” human things, or
going through similar motions. It may feel more like a type of knowing that you
do not belong here, not anymore.
This knowing comes from your higher level of being, your true Self. It may be
descended into your human field of awareness more frequently or steadily. Or it
may be that your human level of higher knowing is more connected to that of
your true Self. Or both may be the case, of course.
Whatever it may be for any individual will vary. This is not at all the *same as
being in a psychologically dysfunctional state of depression or discouragement or
general disgust. Negative feelings such as these are perfectly natural of course,
but they cannot ever be the primary or dominant quality that motivates or
influences. Thus it is very important to have a good clear inner dialogue and selfdiagnostic system. Otherwise it can become another form of delusion about
illusions and falsehoods.
-//For some the converse may be true. In other words one knows from their true
knowing (not human self-delusion) why they are here now, what the spiritual
purpose is to this now, regardless of the duration of this new period of residing in
the human level.
-//Energetic effects such as some that have been summarized in this new private
forum section are one example.
Feeling very much “done with it all” in the “positive” sense of a completeness and
knowingness.
Seeing “portals” would be a big confirmatory sign.
Very higher level knowing that flows nearly automatically as you need to know.
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Supranormal abilities such as telepathy, clairvoyance, clairsentience, etc. may
emerge as may be appropriate to help you into your next stage of existence.
(However, those who pursue these abilities or “powers” expecting that is a valid
path to higher level transfiguration will “fall” in ways they might not care to
imagine.)
More later…
-Alex
-//-
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Notes on Ascension

“Light Quotient Potentials”
December 8, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1465.0.html

I adopted this expression to evoke the potential capacity of a spiritual being –
regardless of their level of existence. This is something that is the “birthright” of
all spiritual beings that have that spark of Creator.
At a human level of consciousness (since these words are mostly oriented to that
level) there is always “spiritual choice”. One may begin with the most naïve
human level of innocence and choose (intend) the highest unimaginable path.
With sufficient focused persistence one may grow into an extremely spiritually
enlightened being. All enter into the human level of existence with varying
purposes and according varying potentials. But like any human predilection
toward certain “talent”, if it is not developed or trained, it is only a latent (and
often unrealized) potential.
As to choices for ongoing embodiment, this is something that is discussed in one
of the concluding essays on Death and Transfiguration and “A Question”…
Many will remain with their human vessel until they are “taken” by the Light, in
good physical health, or perhaps a decrepit state. Some will choose to continue to
grow in expansive spiritual consciousness, knowing of the immense wave that
will sweep them from the beach where they most consciously choose to reside for
their final time.
-ASK
-//-
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Notes on Ascension

Practices

December 8, 2013
There are no “easy recipes” and I cannot offer any. But I can make the following
suggestion that is closely related to the first half of the short essay “Confirmatory
Signs”
For convenience, I am repeating it here in italics:
“…there comes a time when it becomes more and more difficult to maintain
the pretense of "acting" as if human, you discover that you are pretending
you are doing or “enjoying” human things, or going through similar motions.
It may feel more like a type of knowing that you do not belong here, not
anymore.”
”This knowing comes from your higher level of being, your true Self. It may
descend into your human field of awareness more frequently or steadily. Or
it may be that your human level of higher knowing is more connected to that
of your true Self. Or both may be the case, of course.”
Over the years I have made reference to the main bifurcation of consciousness –
of existence itself –occurring. More recently I quoted and paraphrased nearly
identical remarks from some 20th century spiritual teachers. All genuine spiritual
teachers are well aware of the value of a “spiritually healthy psychosis” in that it
catalyzes a separation of the consciousness of one’s True Self (or aspect of
spiritual being) from that of the body-mind which is primarily coupled to things
of the human physical realm –bodily (internal) and collective (external). And
thus can afford greater detachment from the ties that bind and greater affinity
with your higher attractor of your own True Self and higher being.
As one makes great or small shifts in identifying as the spiritual True Self, one
can catalyze or precipitate a greater separation of one’s internal “mayonnaise”
structures.
There are many ways to do this, one of the simplest is to adopt a point-of-view
“as if” real. Think and act “as if” you are your own higher self. Look at your world,
your daily routines, your connections with others, etc. with fresh eyes. As if you
are a newcomer to this planet. As if you are a “walk in” to an adult human form
that has memories from its human life.
Experiment with yourself. Spend the quiet time just comfortably sitting. Blank.
Do not fight again mundane human realm thoughts. Ignore them if they intrude
upon your true awareness with the human mental insane-making busy-ness. If
there are not these “mental intrusions”, then there are the innumerable bodily
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ones. Aches, pains, digestion, etc. Best to adjust ones consumption/excretion so
that “body-talk” does not disturb your true awareness.
Once again, a reminder of some simple practices.
If you do not have any pulmonary issues, breathing exercises can help. The
simplest is to gradually work toward a gently relaxed exhale (not a forced
emptying of the lungs) while your body is comfortably reclined or laying flat on
your back. Nothing to force. Eventually you may find that there is no difficulty
not breathing (inhaling) for minutes at a time. During these periods of no
inhaling, you will encounter your autonomic reflexes trying to force an inhale. At
first you may gently give in to them, just to relax them and put the bodyself at
ease. Later you may be able to override these reflexes for minutes. (Personally, I
use this as a way to stay underwater to connect with the ocean, sea life, etc. and to
avoid the hassle of a light duty weight belt.) There are other breathing exercises,
but this is the simplest and does not require “technique” or detailed instructions.
Then there are the simple mirror-staring exercises in which you are gazing
directly into or behind the dark field of the pupils of your eyes.
And for some there is the “foveal spot” exercises described by Cleeson Harvey in
his little book “The Short Path”. (As always, I do not endorse his belief systems,
affiliations, nor do I endorse the works or beliefs of those he quotes or refers to.
Also, I do not and cannot endorse any “kundalini” practices as a path to
ascension. In short, the value in his book is simply to encourage one approach to
accessing your energy body through an approach that works for perhaps 10% of
those who undertake it. Likewise, there is the Crystal Body practice that aims to
help you connect with your energy bodies and to unify your energy fields.
In any spiritual practice, including the practice of moving through the human
realm as a spiritually conscious entity, the power of focused high intent cannot
ever be over-emphasized. Non-engagement (or ignoring) personal and social
distractions is another facet to such a practice.
Who are you really? What are you? What is your true nature?
Become your higher self. Let your higher self become you.
-ASK
-//-
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Get Out of 4-d Astral, Now!
August 31, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1220.msg6128.html#msg6128

I suggest including in your “correction energies invocation” the request of your
highest levels of your greater being –to emplace a “master override” to prevent
wandering in the astral and to prevent any engagement with dark forces.
Imagine an additional “anti-Dark” protective tube around your energy core –one
that extends through entirety of your greater being and beyond.
Please note:
This is a continuation and update to the threads: “Where We Are At…”

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg5904.html#msg5904

and “The Astral, The Humans, and Ascension…” from December 26, 2012

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1220.msg5951.html#msg5951

-// At the level of “Earthly 3d”, entropic decay, pollutants, and a deteriorating socialpolitical environment all contribute to the impairment of human awareness,
including spiritual potential. This affects the mind directly. When physical vigor
is diminished and there is emotional chaos, this works to further fragment and
degrade what capacity there may be for clear thinking and spiritual Knowing.
Entropic decay in the 3d world, is accelerated by a wide range of factors
including, EMF pollution, allergens, animal parasites, molds, bacteria, viruses,
etc., and at a sub-cellular level there is the problem of the breakdown of
mitochondira, dna. And then there are those alterations in one’s subtle energy
bodies and higher bodies related to the process of expansion/ascension.
Human “emotions” trap and exhaust so many Selfs with despair, anger, anxieties,
hope, “happiness”, and a host of other stimuli. The emotional subtle body, is a
built-in “control interface”, and as such is a prime avenue for dark force
influences and manipulations. Bypass this as much as possible. Do not indulge
the emotional body’s “desires” –it “desires” to be indulged in, the good, the bad,
the ugly. This is not the same as suppressing the emotions, rather it is a type of
internal detachment that is involved. Thus one can experience certain things of
the emotional field from a higher spiritual observing and discerning Self. This is
another facet of detachment.
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This is easiest for human Selfs who are strongly spiritualized and is yet one more
way in which “you” as an individuated aspect of your greater being can help “pull
yourself together” –both human level “you” and the greater “you”. If the
spiritualized level of “you” is capable of discerning what is real and of exercising
compassionate discernment, it becomes easier to apply restraint to the addictive
“hooks” of “3d” and “4d”. You are then one step closer to helping reassemble all
of yourself into a more spiritually evolved higher level/soul being and helping to
detach your greater level being from that which enthralls.
When the mind is impaired, however that may occur and by whatever varied
means, there is an inability to concentrate, even in small ways. Emotional
disturbances exacerbate this downward spiral of “accelerating entropy” of the
physical, mental, and spiritual capacities.
During waking and dream time, Dark forces work overtime to distract and
debilitate. One of the favorite “places” is the transition zone between 3d and 4d.
Astral dream time experiencing is one of the favorite “hunting grounds” of the
dark forces. They are like “mind worms” that pick up fragments of thought and
desires that perhaps are monitored during ordinary waking time and used to
ensnare, to attract, to distract your mental attention into surrealistic and twisted
variations on themes.
If one were to observe some of this with detachment, it is possible to trace the
process. A thought, a fragment of something from a story, a movie, etc. a deep
worry, a strong desire, etc. all provide content for the surreal environment of the
astral. Very much like the “holodeck” of Star Trek, the astral is a type of “virtual
reality” where events can seem quite real. One can be drawn into various dark
side ploys to “hook” one’s energy, “hook” one’s attention, and eventually hook
one’s spiritual being.
This is one of the avenues through which dark forces were able to trick spiritual
beings into coming back again and again. And of course there were some spiritual
beings that became addicted to “experiencing” through human hosts.
The “holodeck” is one of those ideas derived from certain higher “inspirations”
of the Star Trek creator and writers. The concept is that light particles can be
projected and imparted with properties that range from non-material ether-like
to extremely “material”. Accordingly, with the “safeties off”, a 3d human form can
be severely injured or even killed by these projected “light particles/waves” of
seemingly non-substance.
This is both a metaphor and an analogy to the relationship of between “3d” and
“4d”. In other words, your dreams can kill you, depending on the “safety level”
you are operating at. If this is not well understood, then the default is variable.
Thus people can wake with pains or strange marks on their bodies that
correspond to astral-range experiences, and can have energetic structures
attached from “outside”. As to dreaming one’s 3d host Self “dead” and thus
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“making it so”, this requires a high degree of focused intent since usually the
“safeties” are turned “on”.
Very few see a clear connection between 4d astral and 3d physical. This is usually
because nearly all those who are present in the human 3d level are infected with
human-centrism, human self-centeredness. This extends at an individual level as
well as the human collective level.
It is all about spiritual learning.
The capacity for violence, predation, abuse, etc. exists in a being’s field by virtue
of its proximate contact with the fallen realm. The extent to which one may be
immune to this or be able to recognize these deceptions of implanted memories
largely depends on the overall state of mind and available light circuit energy.
Abuses at the human 3d level are usually considered “crimes” and subject to
punishing judgment by human agencies. But to the narrow human-centric,
human-self-centered world view, the same events in the astral are dismissed as
dreams, fantasies, etc., and thus regarded as “not real”. Which is more real?
Why? Especially if the effect is to trigger these false karmic entanglements? What
of the learning that comes from these experiences, at whatever level the events
may seem to take place? You see, this is an arena where it is nearly impossible for
a human-centric point of view to consider, unless by through the artifice of
intellectual abstraction.
It is all about spiritual learning and when one has learned what there is to
learned, especially from negative or abusive dynamics, there is no reason to
repeat such a thing, nor even to “switch sides” in which tormentor becomes the
tormented, etc. This is one of the bases for false karmic enslavement of the Light
beings.
This is one of the ways the dark forces get spiritual beings to “agree” to their
coming back time and again to play various roles and generate “subtle food” for
the Dark side parasitic entities.
Why do I bring this up now? Because this is about one of the angles of attack by
the Dark against any and all who have the potential to complete a conscious
ascension. They seek to debilitate, to weaken and cause one to “fall” or to cease
their vibrational ascension and to eventually be caught up in the abyss. Those
who they cannot “trick and trap” into false ascension ploys will be attacked to
debilitate or dissipate their spiritual energies.
- // Get out of the astral! For a short while from late last year, there was an astral
region cleared of the dark to allow new opportunities for human-level Selfs to
easily reach an expanded and slightly higher level of being. See link:
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http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg5904.html#msg590

In this vibrational space one could readily meet human Selfs that were embodied
and some that were not. There would be a sense of solidness to the experience –a
“holodeck” of sorts. I mentioned some of this in the “Kodak Moment” essay as so
many retained much of their human level baggage and delusions.
Quickly this zone became flooded with greater numbers of human Selfs as the
“correction energies” double “press pot” effect filtered the Dark from the Light
and elevated more and more Selfs in the process. To accommodate this collective
expansion/ascension process, more and more of 4d was partitioned with ever
more refined “press filters” that continually reduced the level of dark
contamination at the higher vibratory range. Consequently, much of the lower 4d
resembles too much of the corruption of the Self from the ordinary “3d” human
level. Human attachments and beliefs were carried up through the first stage
coarse filtering and along with them, elements of the Dark. This was anticipated
and expected, hence the additional partitioning of 4d as more of the Dark beings
made more of a presence there.
- // I suggest including in your “correction energies invocation” the request of your
highest levels of your greater being –to emplace a “master override” to prevent
wandering in the astral and to prevent any engagement with dark forces.
Imagine an additional “anti-Dark” protective tube around your energy core –one
that extends through entirety of your greater being and beyond.
-Alex
-//-
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“Useless Eaters” of a Fallen Creation

Spiritual “Weight Loss”
August 31, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6134.html#msg6134

As above, so below, etc.
So often unintended, there is the tendency of higher level/soul beings to act in a
parasitic manner with regard to their human host bodies and the human
collectivity. One of these modes is through stimuli to the human emotional body.
This is in turn reflected in human society at the gross social level of exploiters and
exploited, etc.
Among humans at the subtle level of spiritual energy pathology, humans
unconsciously and deliberately parasitize energy from others.
Dark forces act in predatory and parasitic manner upon the often helpless and
hapless projections of our higher being into lower density.
Human society collectively is parasitic upon the planetary body, etc.
This pattern is replicated over time through billions of human hosts, and is
repeated constantly throughout each of their Earthly days, even while in sleeping
mode.
Within a human body this is reflected in the corruption of the animal-based
systems due to a toxic environment and the intake of toxic foodstuffs.
The problems of dissipation at the higher spiritual levels are reflected in the
lower levels of human Self as well. Endless distraction and lack of conscious
higher Oneness connectivity leads the human Self to wander anywhere and
everywhere it can gain access. Most human Selfs, are limited in their range of
“exploration” by virtue of social-economic structures – and vibrationally are
limited in their capacity to travel through other dimensions.
Eventually, the human physical body becomes enlarged inside and out. Digestive
tracts become distended and enlarged, excessive internal fat deposits often
correspond to subcutaneous fat deposits. Internal organs become distorted and
lose their capacity to maintain a healthy animal body. Parasites and pathogens
multiply and add their “voices” and programmed preferences to those of the
bodies excess cells.
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At their base level, all these surplus cells have an innate drive to survive and
more. Fat cells, digestive organ cells, skin cells, and all the rest, plus those of
parasites and pathogens –all incessantly insisting upon “their place in the world”.
Furthermore, they all seek to replicate themselves “in their own image”,
regardless of the effect upon the hapless host body. As within (the body) so
without –humanity plays this out collectively to the tune of several billion host
bodies all acting out a collective version of this.
Collectively for each individual body’s mass of cellular tissues and for the entire
mass of humans as a collective species. The replication urge is derived from the
base code of a corrupt creation of the 3d level of the “holodeck” with the “safeties
off” –the base operating system I wrote of in “Queen of the Machine”.
Millions upon millions of these cells with their insistent “voices” readily
overwhelm the awareness of the Self and subtly and overtly impel the Self to
consume more and more to support more and more of these “useless eaters” –
surplus cells that have only the basest self-interest to survive and to replicate.
And this is exactly the urge underlying the human species at this time.
Only a rare portion of individual Selfs develop and maintain the capacity needed
to counter such influences.
From external social programming and internal cellular-biochemical
programming, the entire process accelerates a downward spiral into dysfunction
and entropic decay. Putrefaction of decaying bio-matter adds further to this toxic
overload on the human body and leads to acceleration of diverse diseases and
more rapid clouding and degeneration of the mind and dulling of the senses
needed for basic failsafe feedback. (Remember the frogs in the heated pot
metaphor.) The same is occurring within the planetary biosphere.
Thus a type of unconscious slow “death march” progresses.
Depending on one’s situation, there are usually advance warnings for immediate
corrective actions. Just as bodily disease is usually preceded by warning
symptoms, so does the onset of “spiritual crisis”. But the human Self has been
trained into a state of self-enforced ignorance, denial, and delusion –of basic
bodily maintenance as well as spiritual maintenance. Those who lose the capacity
to muster the energy needed to assert one’s will over one’s human bodily systems,
eventually falls to a type of zombie-like state of stupidity that tends to encompass
more and more of their human level being. Ultimately this has an influence over
one’s higher level/soul being as well.
The same applies for spiritual capacity. If one becomes laden with baggage and
distractions, one is more likely be subsumed by a tsunami of events and unable to
swim, surf, or fly. If the spiritual capacity level drops too low, it is like a car
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battery in the winter that has not been maintained and monitored and no longer
has the capacity to turn the engine even once.
This can lead to unintended spiritual death of the human level Self.
Ideally, this is something that would be addressed consciously and in
consultation with one’s higher levels in ways that does not lead to the total
loss/annihilation of the spiritual self. And rather, it would lead to the loss only of
the memories and patterns of the human individuation while the spiritual
consciousness is absorbed back in its originating higher level being.
The point of this message?
Time is short and you need all your energy to make the “home stretch”. Some of
this can come from your higher levels, but we have already discussed in various
writings how this connection has suffered over time.
Also, there is the question of letting your higher level know you are really ready.
No bluffing is possible with these key indicators: Completions? Detachment?
Spiritual learning? High attractor? As soon as you lapse into human-centric,
human-self-centeredness then whatever your “scoring” for these key indicators
drops until you catch yourself.
This is not about the human species, nor a planet in a solar system, etc. Never has
been. Such notions derive from human-centric self-centeredness. Regardless of
how beneficent any one’s intentions may be.
Now again, consider: what is your true nature before you were born (into a
human body)?
This is first and foremost about receiving those who are most ready and who can
contribute to expanding the spiritual capacity at higher levels. Those who have
the core energy and spiritual integrity will be of immeasurable help in the upper
levels where so much is pivotal upon the capacity of enough higher level beings to
make the needed changes to their own makeup. This increases the capacity to
help the many who may be “short” on spiritual energy.
-ASK
-//-
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“Judgment, Accomplishments, Fulfillment”
What is Spiritually Real?
October 1, 2013
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Judging%20Accomplishment.pdf
In the end times, so many have cause to reflect upon their human life with
“should-have-done” or “should-not-have-done” notions. As well, there are far too
many who dwell upon how little they believe they “accomplished” –as a human in
this life.
The persistence of such notions is indicative of the problem of human-centric
thinking from a human point of view, compounded by a form of human level selfcenteredness. The term “believe” is emphasized in italics because in ones
transition from human to a higher state, the beliefs one holds on to play an
influential role in one’s process from human to what comes next. And these
beliefs are just more of the same human level GIGO (“garbage-in/garbage-out”)
flow of distorted perceptions and information that misinforms one’s own higher
level being, as well as substantial layers of quasi-higher selfs “in the “as above” as
well. It is this latter facet that has been one source for false hopes and of outright
misdirection from allegedly “higher planes” of intelligences, included those selfappointed “ascended masters”. (End note 1).
-//It matters not what you may or may not believe concerning that which you may
or may not have “accomplished” as a human in this lifetime.
“God has not called me to be successful. He has called me to be faithful.” (2)
I would add that rarely do any humans “accomplish” anything of great
significance by any human standard.
-//In transforming and rejoining your spiritual true nature, it is only “you” who
“judges” your state of being and reviews the human life you experienced. You
might even share some “home movies” with your collective being from your
travels in the earth plane. Remember, it is you who are the one who is doing the
primary learning and it is you who gets to evaluate yourself. Thus it is important
to check any false beliefs at the door, along with your other excess baggage, prior
to disembarking this realm.
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Upon transitioning from 3d human level, one will tend to vibrate at the highest
energy state one can coherently maintain. Thus it is possible to “try out” higher
levels, like auditing an advanced placement course. This process is ongoing.
Overall, you will default to the highest energy state that your overall capacity
allows. And it is spiritual consciousness and learning that is key to one’s energy
state capacity. This is one facet to the evolution and growth of spiritual beings,
without which, manifest creation would be dissolved back into that from which it
came.
-//Accomplishment?
As to the question of “accomplishments” in this human life: Some humans may
“succeed” to retain their wits and health into advanced “old age”. Some may even
“succeed” at some form of recognition or notoriety in their own lifetime. And
some may “succeed” in having children who “make something of themselves” and
who grow up to be genuinely “good” by human standards.
Rare few “make a name” for themselves. Most who are truly creative,
accomplished, and relatively original in their innovation, etc. are rarely ever
known outside of small circles of people. Within these private or localized circles
there is often a group appreciation for shared creative or technical contributions.
This often stimulates others for a try at their own creative expression.
Only a rare number are true to the higher Oneness and work to make or
strengthen such a connection –perhaps even to help a few others along the way
who genuinely ask for such help. It takes a combined capacity for patience,
persistence, and perspicacity to live a human life that centers upon spiritual
transformation and spiritual evolution.
-//Fulfillment?
One recent letter raised an additional question of shifting the emphasis from
something externally referenced (“accomplishments”) to something more
internally referenced: “fulfillment”.
Replacing notions of “accomplishment” with notions of “fulfillment” does not
essentially change the problem. It only shifts the emphasis slightly toward a more
internally referencing one than one which is more externally referenced. As
without, so within :: As below, so within – this is one way of formulating this.
What constitutes inner fulfillment? It is the same as the point from Mother
Teresa. But shifted slightly towards the internal. In the end, it is just human you,
spiritual You, and greater self, you’re your highest differentiation from
Creator/God, and ultimately Creator of All. College degrees, awards, number of
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children, acres plowed, factories built, etc. have little to no bearing upon anything
of any significant importance as a spiritual being.
During the “mini-awakening” from the mid 1980’s into the mid-1990’s there was
an opening in the higher levels of the Cosmic Divine Mother –most who
immersed themselves in this resisted taking their process further to the Divine
Father (Creator of All). Understandably a majority were female and overly laden
with human notions of feminism, intellectualism about “feminine mythos”,
father-patriarchy hatred, and all the rest. Closely crosslinked with this was the
pervasiveness of perverse new age beliefs to “embrace the dark”, “embrace the
shadow”, and deny the existence of the Dark as very real counter-creation force.
I was one of those who saw this as a problem and pursued it to the highest levels
possible. Those who remained complacent with the “mother” archetype were
easily sidetracked and controlled by the Dark. Their beliefs and related ritualistic
practices made it easy for various dark forces to exploit them. These weaknesses
were for the most part derived from various subsidiary spiritual archetypal
matrixes, which in turn derived from the original Cosmic Error that directly
involved the Cosmic “Divine Mother”. This included, her/its various subsidiary
levels, including those of the planetary levels of consciousness required to
implement a grotesquely distorted creation in 3d such as that on Earth and
elsewhere.
As might be imagined, my comments and questions regarding this were
unwelcome by most in those circles. Only a few were able to seriously consider
the implications back then, and most preferred denial or the “easy out” (and
false) of pretending at being “earth mothers”, worshippers of the female animal
biology, “Gaia” worshippers, and all that. For the most part these were all modern
versions of early primitives who were compelled to worship various false gods
and the subsidiary levels of consciousness governing biology and reproduction.
As it was then, so today, some found deeper levels of miasm and delusion in
various intense physical sexual and related energetic practices. Without
exception, sooner or later, all wound up spiritually “damaged” and many more
spiritually “fallen” then ever.
Given widespread animalistic impulses to repopulate following various pandemic
and planetary catastrophes over the most recent millennia, Dark side religions of
the ancient days and the concocted religions of today and various other dark
forces found it easy to promote all manner of “mother goddess” worshipping. The
Catholic Church made this one of their “hallmark brands” virgin mother, holy
mother, mother of god, blessed this and that, etc. and of course make more
babies as that will glorify you. And so mothers could find “fulfillment” and
“accomplishment” through their children, even if they hated their situation for it
and helped foster social-cultural forms of misogyny. But that is another story.
In short, all this animal fecundity worshipping of anything that was imagined to
be of “Mother Nature” brings one right into the “queen of the machine” and all
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that may entail. The “opposite of the same coin” was an uncritical worship of
anything perceived to be “beautiful” that was of nature. From seemingly
innocuous flowers and birds and bees to the violence of animal predation and the
prey. And so it was easy to get immersed in various facets of “greenwashing” a
fallen world such as “environmentalism” or any of the other “makeovers” that,
like in the Matrix movie conclusion, put on a new veneer and nothing has
changed.
One might say this is understandable due to social attachments and the direct
and induced influences of those around one’s human self. I would say that this
could also be further impetus for greater distancing and detachment and
withdrawal into one’s inner and higher sanctum. From there one can put on a
human “encounter suit” and dispose of it whenever it no longer “suits”.
It may appear there are some people (rare as it is) who are reaping “fulfillment”
in their relationships with others. It is very rare for this to be a genuine thing. At
a human level of existence, there are those truly “model humans” always willing
to help, share with others, be there for others, and even to willingly accept this
from others (even more rare). Yet, most of these individuals have merely found a
narrow plane upon which to slide through human life with minimal bumps and
jolts. And that may well have been the intention made at their higher spiritual
levels.
Those who are truly “successful” in this process, in a deeper and spiritual way, are
even more rare. Yet they do exist and keep close with in their inner circle. They,
like those who came in to the human plane to focus on expression of beauty, etc.
are very rare, and perhaps their focus was to experience some level of spiritual
intimacy at the human level. But as with most high intentions in the human
world, they can be thwarted by the human earthly environment and human
psychological distortions act further to distort and short-circuit higher pure
intentions.
Now I recall some beautiful images of the people in one of Mother Teresa’s
hospices or rescue centers. They emanated a powerful field filled with love and
gratitude that extended beyond ordinary human feeling. All had led “lives” of
horrendous hardships. And then they had been met by someone with whom they
could find care and safety for their bodily vessels as they prepared to leave this
world.
I think for most humans, the closest human level interpersonal fulfillment is
achieved is more readily found in an interspecies context. It would be that of an
expression “unconditional love” between human and animal companions –each
with a fragment of spiritual consciousness regarding one another with only the
simplest of material requirements. This can occur between humans, including
parent and child, but most often this becomes difficult to maintain in the context
of the human condition.
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Where it does occur and is sustained for long enough duration, this is derived
from the intrinsic nature of the indwelling spiritual intelligences.
-//Most who are born “talented” and who develop or apply advanced abilities are
obliged to conform to various social controls. From well before DaVinci to those
present day persons who are most celebrated, influential, and usually (but not
always) relatively wealthy –their human level of “success” or “accomplishment” is
often reified due to something unbeknownst to them until later in life (and
sometimes not even then). That “something” is usually correlated with the extent
to which they have contributed to the dark control matrix in whatever ways that
may be –at human or higher levels. Yes, even “arts” and “sports” are part of this
as they have been from the days of the Roman Empire, we still have “bread and
circus” to distract and indulge the masses.
A rare few had adequate internal guidance to avoid falling in with the “wrong
sorts” and thus winding up doing more harm than good… (One example would
be atomic bomb and other military scientists and engineers –probably mostly all
“good men” who never harmed anyone and who would never imagine doing such
in their lives. Yet they were caught up in the chase and accepted various
rationales that were fed to them to justify their involvement.)
Those individual who could detected falsehood, generally knew when something
“did not seem right”. Even if only briefly a participant, they would leave the
scene, having learned something in the process.
However, most did not and could not and usually chose not to see what is wrong.
They did not want to know truth from falsehood, etc. and chose the money,
influence, perquisites, and so on, of their rising social position too much to give
up, and thus they became readily corrupted. Those in the most important
positions for advancement eventually “sold their souls” and eschewed their godspirit in the process. Thus they crossed the ultimate line into evil.
One needs not to identify with the world of humans, only engage with it as much
as needed to play a role, and to spiritually learn while being functional in a
materialistic world. For those who were true to this inner directive, nothing in
this realm could ever be truly “satisfying”, although there were always moments
to enjoy from a human point of view able, or to appreciate that which is poignant.
This is an element of “being in this world, but not of it”.
The main question and point to all this is for one to be very clear as to what is of
the “essence of spirit” in one’s learning. To know and to maintain ones
connection to the higher oneness and Creator of All –that is most important
above all else. This is what elevates your vibrational state and expands your
consciousness beyond limited human-centric concerns.
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-//At this point –the “end times” –those who wish or desire or otherwise indulge in
human attractions to humanly “succeed” at whatever it they may imagine, risk
being drawn into an abyss in their remaining human existence.
Best face these things now.
Even if you are one step away from “spiritual embarkation”, know of any
unnecessary baggage you may have, for it is that baggage which limits your next
stage of development.
When one looks upon whatever small or large “baggage” they are carrying, and in
considering it all, arrives at a point of genuinely being truly “done” with it all, set
these down, and step out totally free. As that is all one can take with them –their
own essence of being and the consciousness that they formed from this level.
-//In the Light of Realization, there is no human failure, only “accomplishment” of a
“Supreme” nature. There is no “human activity” that can do this for anyone.
This is why I am so keen on the whole business of detachment, completions, and
high attractors. There is nothing else. It is you and your own “god self” and its
ultimate origins with Creator of All.
(Obviously none of this applies to those who have no soul, no spark of Creator,
whether they were born that way or threw it all away at their human level.)
But at higher levels, there is always the “High Absolution”, even for those who
may have become so very “lost” in the 3d levels. The Catholics have a crass
version of this they call “Extreme Unction”. Of course no human can really do
this, just like no human can truly confer spiritual blessing. And so I prefer the
expression, “High Absolution”, for that is really what it is.
-//The “rules and cards” were stacked against any genuine realization from the 3d
Earth world in more ways than can be imagined. It is amazing there are as many
spiritually oriented human Selfs in this world.
There is no “failure”, what matters are your intentions and whether you choose to
ascend to your spiritual nature, or choose the abysmal.
There is no “judgment”. This is a matter between you and your greater levels of
being and between your greater being and its origins through Creator of All.
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Not even one’s higher level of being judges “you”, because after all, you are it and
it is you. It must assess itself, just as you, as an aspect of it, asseses you.
Now, will you use humanly-derived criteria or spiritually derived criteria?
-//The sooner a human level self reaches the threshold of no longer looking outside
of themselves for approval, judgment, guidance, etc., the closer they get to what is
required for Higher Realization. This “outweighs” ANY human 3d level of
“accomplishment”.
As one sets more of one’s baggage down and does not look back, it is like an
ongoing process of “spiritual molting –eventually you find that the “higher self”
you seek becomes “You” and “You” move into your higher Self.
-//In conclusion, I would like to paraphrase de Chardin on the subject of “end
times” from his essay, “The End of the World” (1924 – translated from the
original French). (End note 3). He presumed and projected (incorrectly in my
assessment) that humanity would reach a critical mass of consciousness, a
unified consciousness capable of taking in the immensity of the cosmos.
Nevertheless, he wrote of the moment of consciousness shifting into a higher and
more expanded state, and thus I have filtered this presumption of his as I
paraphrase the essence of his comments. His words are italicized and with
quotation marks.
Of the human level of consciousness which “comes of age”, for each individual
there will be that choice made –“the yes or no as an answer to God,
pronounced individually”…
“It is by no means easy to picture to ourselves what sort of event the end of
the world could be.
“Spirit has only to be reversed, to move into a different zone, for the whole
shape of the world immediately to be changed.”
“When the end of time is at hand, a terrifying spiritual pressure will be
exerted on the confines of the real, built up by the desperate efforts of souls
tense with longing to escape from the earth.”
“ …at the same time the world will be infected by a profound schism (or
bifurcation – ASK) –some trying to emerge from themselves in order to
dominate the world even more completely –others, relying on the words of
Christ, waiting passionately for the world to die, so that they may be
absorbed with it in God.”
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He goes on to describe a climax of the capacity for union for those spiritual
beings have chosen this course. This process “…will be impelled by the most
powerful organic attraction that can be conceived (the very force by which the
universe holds together) that the monads will join in a headlong rush to the
place irrevocably appointed for them…”
This is essentially the same as which I have observed in discussing the ultimate
high attractor – the force of Divine Love of Creator and the Higher Oneness,
which gives coherency and continuity to that which exists. His use of the term
“monads” is essentially the same as the expression I have preferred: “highest level
of individuation from Creator of All”.
It is in this context that he makes reference to the “mystery” of the importance
that “…it is the cosmos itself that has to disappear”.
As I read his words from 1924, it has close similarity with what I have written
about the culmination of Creator of All calling in all of Itself for a new stage in
being—a new creation and in which the Error of the Dark will have been erased as
if it never had existed.
He concludes with, “Like a vast tide, Being will have engulfed the shifting sands
of being. Within a now tranquil ocean, each drop of which, nevertheless, will be
conscious of remaining itself, the astonishing adventure of the world will have
ended.” “…Erit in omnibus omnia Deus” …(All things in God and God in all
things.)
-Alex
-//-

End notes:
(“Judgment, Accomplishments, Fulfillment” -- What is Spiritually Real? October 1, 2013)
1) Words carry more than harmless mere intellectual connotation – words and
language structure is a key part of the adaptive programming designed and
managed for the self-imprisonment of the human level of awareness on Earth.
Always has been. This is one of the secrets behind the development of written
language and this is why I have paid extra attention to process, meaning,
structure, and context in my examination and analyses of human society over the
course of several decades.)
2 ) I have a small card with a picture of Mother Teresa on one side and this
expression appears on the reverse. There was a period while she was alive and
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after she passed on that I found a connection with her true essence. Initially this
was facilitated through happenstance contact with someone who had spent many
years closely recording her work and the people around her. Of course I do not
encourage reliance on “mere faith”, religious or otherwise. We need to consider
the spiritual essence and not “toss the baby out with the bathwater”. You see, this
really has nothing to do with Catholicism or anything religious for that matter.
3) Pierre Teilhard de Chardin was a Jesuit priest as well as a paleontologist and
geologist. Most people equate his reference to “Christ” with the “Jesus” of the
humanly contrived religious texts. But in the context he present, this term refers
to a spiritual consciousness “come of age”, fully supramentalized, fully Divinized.
Writing during the period of WW-1 and WW-2, he presumed (incorrectly) the
development of a critical mass of human consciousness leading to a spiritualized
unity consciousness and to the “ignition” of the Christ (cosmic consciousness).
While this was the ideal preferred path for what can be salvaged and uplifted
from human realm, by WW-2 it was clear that this could not occur.
Developments from the decades following WW-2 to this day have made clear the
impossibility of this.
Due to the influence of the falsehoods of the Dark into the “new age” and other
social tendencies, emphasis was placed upon “all is one”, deliberately blurring an
important distinction that de Chardin makes between that which chooses the
spark of Creator and that which rejects it. The spiritual concepts of “non-duality”
and “unity with diversity” have become horribly misused and twisted to justify
the dominion of the Dark. And of course there additional embellishment on all
this to suggest there would be a materialistic “golden age” of an earthly
“paradise”. This was even anticipated by de Chardin and he rejected such
distortions.
As one of a handful of originators of “global awakening” as a social meme, I found
it necessary to test this at many levels from the 3d human social sphere to higher
levels. As part of this assessment process, I deliberately emphasized “global
awakening” and the potential it could hold. Overall, it was rejected at human and
higher levels consistently for over a decade of close work. Eventually it became
clear that the primary problem lie at the level of the soul being or higher level
being that has had a human presence. This led to the publication of the analysis
and guidance in Global Awakening News and the A-List Updates, etc.
4) For a contrast, readers might want review an earlier essay on “making things”
or ways of new creation. Link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Making%20Things-New%20Creation.pdf

5) I find it curious that this essay contains three references associated with the
Catholic Church. It was one of those things that just happened as I was writing on
this topic of concern! Curious indeed.
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6) I mention original sin in some of the “concluding essays” from August 2013.
This is a topic where there were “issues” between de Chardin and the Church. He
tended to regard this as something far greater and more pervasive a problem than
something “originating” from man/human, etc. or the perverse Catholic (and
Islamic, Jewish, etc.) notions of the women/feminine as the source of “sin”.
These are both severe distortions that serve to mask the true origins of the Dark
(and that of “evil”). These distortions are also in concert with over a century of
Luciferian-based new age beliefs that humans are the source and maintenance of
whatever humans may regard as the “Darkness” or “evil”. As readers are aware,
this is something we have discussed in previous essays.
-END
-//-
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The “War is Not” …

Epilogue to “End Times” Insanity
November 9, 2013
Link: http://www.pfcn.net/bulletins/The%20War%20is%20Not.pdf
The “war is not” is how I have come to express it as understood from higher
realms. What does this mean? First I will recapitulate the main points:
The Oneness (Unity, non-duality, etc.) cannot engage in conflict with the anticreation force of the Dark (which is based upon duality, conflict, parasitism,
predation, etc.) and expect to win. At best a type of stalemate or holding pattern
can occur at the interface between these two opposite forces. The Oneness cannot
successfully engage in conflict with the Dark as (antagonistic conflict) is not in its
nature by definition of its Origin.
And so there came to be barriers erected by the Dark to keep that of the Light
trapped and to prevent further ingress by the forces of Light. Likewise, the forces
of Light erected containment barriers to prevent the spread of the Dark and to
temporarily contain some elements of the Dark forces.
As long as the Dark was not seeking to expand or to draw additional energy from
the realms of the true Light, it was more of an aberration of creation and it did
not pose too great a problem. (Here I am referring to the initial cosmic period in
which it first emerged from the Error and began to replicate itself and spread.)
But soon enough it was evident that the Dark required the energy of the true
Light to function and to expand and thus began a process that led to a severe
depletion of the spiritual energy of the true Light of Creator. This was initially
noticed as various individuations of the Oneness became trapped or were
otherwise preyed upon by the Dark.
The Dark forces sought their own version of survival, eventually threatening
Creation itself and ultimately Creator. While this may seem “compassionately
understandable” from the point of view of “survival” as seen from the smallness
of the human mind, there are ultimately two choices in The All That Is: either you
are about the paradigm of the Error of the Dark or you are about the true Light. It
was an error or flaw in creation that led to the emergence of the Dark and all that
followed and it is the responsibility of those forces of the Creator to “clean up” all
that it entailed.
This is how it can be said that ultimately there are only two choices: either one
goes with the Light of Creator and the Absolute –or one goes with the Dark side
and its ultimate fate. This choice exists at all levels of creation and as far as the
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human Self and its associated higher levels of being, sooner or later, such a choice
of ultimate bifurcation is required. For many who lack the spiritual energy or
spiritual will, this choice presents at the final moment of catastrophic crisis to
whatever point of spiritual individuation where this crisis becomes focused.
For the human Self and its higher being, this crisis may present simultaneously at
any one or all its levels. Presently, it presents mainly at the human level. The
result of the choices made can begin a “zipping” or “unzipping” effect that either
leads to an integral spiritual development or to entropic spiritual breakdown that
may need to be halted by terminating or dissolving a portion of that Being that
cannot be cleared of the Dark influence. A similar principle applies at a larger
scale across creation.
The conflict between the forces of the Dark and the forces of the Light has been
carried on at nearly all levels of creation –and at the lower levels of density where
human and similar types of existence are found, the finer details of this conflict
have been highly focused.
While the Dark cannot defeat the Absolute directly, it can infect all that it can
gain access to of manifest creation and infect higher level creator beings as well.
As long as the point of view is based upon or is focused upon and revolves around
the duality paradigm of Light versus Dark, this “war” cannot be resolved in terms
of “conflict of opposites”. The eventual outcome of such a situation continuing,
will be that “What Is”, will need to be undone and there will be no more “Isness”.
Now however, there is an entirely different perspective to this situation and it
resides at the very highest levels of Creator and That Which Is Beyond. The
highest levels of the “Corrections Energies” emanates from this Ultimate Source.
-//This “other solution” avoids the self-defeating built-in failure of the conflict
paradigm. It is based upon the re-collection of the Light of true Creator,
especially from its lowest levels. In some situations this is a re-connection
process, in some situations this was a exodus or extraction of the “particles” of
true Light from the entwine of the Dark and its various entrapments.
The human race on Earth became an important entrapment dynamic on behalf of
the Dark and became a discretely focused zone of conflict down to “atomic”
levels.
Wherever the force of Spiritual Will can be collect and focused, a conscious
choice of non-engagement with anything and everything of the Dark could be
made and acted upon.
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At times a descension of higher levels of the Light were required to help stimulate
and facilitate this process. Otherwise, it became a matter of re-collecting and reconnecting the Light from the lower levels to their higher levels in accordance
with the actual make-up of the spiritual Being involved. It has always been
preferred that this be done through spiritually informed choice. Now this choice
will be become more and more stimulated through catastrophic crisis. If this is
not done in relatively “short order” the level of spiritual depletion at the lower
levels will make this nearly impossible for most. The next step from there is a
type of cosmic triage to sort things out amidst a state of crisis beyond anything
humanly imaginable.
To reiterate what we have discussed in the recent major essays, especially the
fourth one in the concluding series, “Problems of Dissipation”, it is essential to
separate all that can be of the true Light from the binding of the Dark. I have at
times likened to separating out the constituents of “mayonnaise”. But at some
point, the “mayonnaise” loses coherency or the binding that maintains the
appearance of its substance and its unraveling speeds up. This is analogous to
water reaching a critical temperature and a sudden “change of state” occurs.
-//Thus the main work has been containment of the Dark and the gentlest possible
extraction of the Light from the embrace of the Dark in ways that would keep the
integrity of individuated learning intact in ways that would be of greater benefit
to The All and the Beings that are part of The All. (In referring to The All, I am
referring to a state of Grace innate to the vibrational fields of the higher
Oneness.)
To allay those fears that the extraction or rescue of the Light from lower levels
dooms the lower levels to annihilation into non-existence, this is not the case.
While ultimately this may become necessary, the primary focus is on reconnecting or re-collecting those whose identity is with the higher Light into
reconnection and recollection with their originating Being –“soul beings” or other
type of higher level being whose origins trace back to that Spark of Original Light
from Creator.
Those spiritual Selfs at a human level of existence are now coming to meet their
own ultimate choosing –their deciding bifurcation. This is something that has
been discussed for thousands of years by representatives of the higher Light and
again over this last century by all those who have come to Know of this.
One example is the expression in religious circles of “turn the other cheek” –a
severely distorted fragment that became twisted into an ambiguous perversity.
Regardless of what imagined historical personages this may be attributed to, I
will suggest that the original intent behind this was to teach the path of nonengagement and reconnection and expansion into the true Light.
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-//The longer a spiritual being remains in a state of personal and collective
“conflictedness” –internally or externally –over what is fundamentally and
principally illusion and falsehood –the more likely will be the loss of spiritual
energy and learning in the process, a “death by delusion”.
This is the time of choosing.
That is all.
-Alex Kochkin
(with editorial and critical assistance from Tish Van Camp)

Preceding relevant essays can be found in the thread of these NES posts:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1430.msg6078.html#msg6078

and it is compiled into the April-August 2013 A-List “Epilogue”
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Epilogue-Apr-Aug-2013.pdf
-//-

Important background “end notes” section:
What little information that has become available and comprehensible to
contemporary human minds about spiritual Reality, was derived from brief
episodes over the most recent millennia –and it is highly fragmented, mixed with
confused or conflicting ideas.
What little has survived of written teachings has required extensive translation
and analysis, often by linguists who lacked much spiritual knowledge, or by
individuals who were members of a spiritual or religious sect that had a specific
agenda to pursue, one not always in service to Truth.
In one such set of materials from the early portion of recent millennia there was
specific discussion of the Creator of All. It was in that context that the following
was found: “And I shall withdraw with everyone who will know me. And they
will enter into the immeasurable light, (where) there is no one of the flesh nor
the wantonness of the first to seize them. They will be unhampered…”
In the gap between then and now, most “spiritual knowledge” was structured to
serve the dark forces. In short, spiritually aware human Selfs had to work at
forming their own pathways through to the higher light, sometimes with very
little help from the higher realms. One response of the dark forces was to
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facilitate the availability of so-called “ascended masters” who would offer up
misdirection and falsehoods mixed with just enough Real Truth to be convincing
to those who found some connection to them. Thus much of what passes as
spiritual teaching is tainted by the influence of the Dark forces.
And in the last century, we can find passages such as this: "It is to be viewed as
like unto a vast delusional insanity and is to be corrected as a dream-problem is
corrected, simply by waking up. Human suffering is of like nature to the
suffering of the delusionally insane, and there is no real cure in terms of the
premise of the insane state." –from “Philosophy of Consciousness Without an
Object” by Franklin Merrell-Wolff (1937) – as referred to by JLMH in recent
communications.
In discussing the higher state of spiritual consciousness, Wolff also wrote:
“Detachment is a negative condition of the realization, but positively more is
required in order that the realization may reach into the relative consciousness.
A new power of cognition must also be actuated, else the realization is
incomplete. This new power is born spontaneously, though there may be a time
lag in the adjustment of the relative consciousness.” –and it is in this regard that
he refers to Aurobindo as well as certain Buddhist teachings.
In 1924, Teilhard de Chardin wrote in an essay specifically focused on the “end
times”: Of the human level of consciousness which “comes of age”, for each
individual there will be that choice made –“the yes or no as an answer to God,
pronounced individually”… and in the same section he writes that this process
“…will be impelled by the most powerful organic attraction that can be
conceived (the very force by which the universe holds together) that the monads
will join in a headlong rush to the place irrevocably appointed for them…”
- quoted in the recent essay, “Accomplishments and Fulfillment - What is
Spiritually Real?” –link:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6167.html#msg6167 or
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Judging%20Accomplishment.pdf

And again in Problems of Dissipation”, our fourth and concluding essay, there is
this additional reference from Merrell-Wolff from 1944: “Thus, in general, man
Enters through understanding, or introception, or intuitive perception… With
most individuals who reach the Outer Court of the Path, introception or intuitive
perception is more developed…” He concluded with the meaning of introception
… a third function of consciousness defined as: "The Power whereby the Light of
Consciousness turns upon Itself toward Its Source”. (-from the end notes)
During the 20th century of human-Earth time, a concerted effort was made by the
higher levels to penetrate the barriers of Darkness and to descend portions of the
higher levels of Light. Certain agents or agencies of these preliminary
“corrections energies” made a point of documenting what they could of the
process. The Dark forces facilitated a state of nearly constant war and economic
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chaos during most of the 20th century, alternately with amplifying the illusions of
human social existence.
-//By the middle of the first decade of the new millennium on Earth, it was clear
that this process of descending the supramental or Divine consciousness could
not work through the vast majority of humans given the state of the fallen
condition of human spiritual consciousness and the problems of dissipation and
individuation among those spiritual beings which have human presences or are
closely connected through a human presence.
The human physical vehicle is defective as its divine template was effectively
subverted and perverted by the Dark forces that made the human race. “Modern
humans” began as tribal-social animals with a capacity for selfcenteredness.
Social programming has shifted humans more toward selfcentered, social-tribal
animals, with only the rarest of exceptions.” (-from the opening of “The Human
Question”, the first of four concluding essays).
The Earthly environment “nature” was similarly subverted and perverted by the
Dark forces responsible for shaping what would be called 3d Earth. This is
discussed further in the “Queen of the Machine”, the second of the four
concluding essays.)
When we consider the combination of these two factors with the problems of the
cosmic origins of individuation and dissipation, it becomes more plain that this is
not a suitable environment for “habitation” by spiritual beings originating with
Creator. It has been a most intense and interesting learning experience. It is now
time to take this learning to our own originating spiritual beingness where this
learning and higher energies can be applied to help serve the cosmic “corrections
process” and Creator of All.
-ASK
-//-
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Human Icons and Memetic Attachments
December 6, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1464.msg6234.html#msg6234

Please note: I write the following only for its value in developing spiritual
consciousness and detaching from the human-identified-human, human-centric
falsehoods of a fallen reality, the “human condition” specifically, and
“civilization” overall. My remarks are deliberately limited to the human domain
of awareness.
When an idea or a meme, has some kernel of genuine Truth, it can evoke strong
sentiments. But those sentiments are not necessarily the same thing as the
substance of that which may trigger such a response. Everyone knows that a good
book storyline can evoke powerful emotional responses, as can a movie.
So for those who are processing their spiritual learning about the nature of
human existence, this realm as a whole, and far beyond, the passing of Mandela
is an opportunity. I deliberately limit my notes here to that which is the human
level of knowledge, since in the “as below” there is much to infer about the larger
and cosmically and spiritually significant “human question”.
I am familiar with the history of a great many so-called “national liberation” or
other such “liberation movements” –especially those of the 20th century and
more so, post-WW2.
Also, I am not engaged / attached to any sort of social-political “persuasion” and
thus have no need for an “opinion” concerning Mandela. This is not my concern
here.
So without going into further details, here I would remind readers that Mandela
was made into a popular icon. Partly by those interests who picked him to play
the role, and partly by his own “buying into” that role, and thus identifying
himself with it.
Historical figures like Gandhi, Mandela, King, etc. are “iconic” – from the Greek
“eikon” or “ikon” – meaning “image”. Most commonly, a religious one. “Icons”
are human projections that are shaped and modeled to suit the interests of the
dominant interests and later tailored to suit the fantasies or other such
projections of naïve humans who “want to believe” (to paraphrase the UFO poster
shown on the wall of the basement office of (quasi-fictional) “X-Files” FBI agent
Fox Mulder). The gory crucifixion is another example of an iconic artifice
designed to suit the agendas of whatever is dominant in the religious social
control meme-sphere. Etc…
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The personal, ethical, moral and political history of Gandhi is enough to delete
him from the “pedestal” of “saintly icons”. Similarly for ML King, Dalai Lama,
etc. But these counter-points are based solely upon the general pattern of human
social beliefs. As we know, these beliefs are control memes that are implanted or
otherwise engineered and then projected outward for the masses to keep the
“movie” running on their own. The social control systems serve as highly
adaptable methods for the self-imprisonment of human Selfs.
At the personal, human level, human iconic figureheads eventually believe in
their own “immortality” in history and the associated ideological and other beliefs
systems. They are motivated by a different form of power than most and thus
they will accept (to some extent) the indignity of restricted movement through
physical “imprisonment”. And it was not always such rough treatment once
Mandela had been selected as a good candidate to serve as a figurehead under
which certain inevitable changes would be planned out. He, like other figures of
lesser renown were mostly ignorant individuals who started out either believing
in a cause and becoming self-identified with it –or were placed in a position by
the powers-that-be to “play a role” and they eventually took to it, thus “believing
in their role” like a good actor and “forgetting” (through denial) that it was
scripted for them and they can only “ad lib” a little.
Those who forget this usually get tossed aside by the global elite when their
personal choices might interfere with the their role.
Nelson Mandela, like ML King and many others unknown to human history
books, was cultivated by various globally oriented interests that hid behind
ideological social control memes.
Even widely promoted efforts such as the famous “truth and reconciliation”
programs in S. Africa failed in achieving the stated purpose, but it made for good
public relations while misdirecting the goodwill of countless individuals.
In Mandela and King’s case, they had very close ties with various circles left over
from the days of the Comintern through a network that usually was traceable to
the USSR. The 20th century was deliberately dominated by three sets of “iconic”
social control memes which were presented as opposing ideologies. These were
positioned to vie with one another and each was supported by the global elite
from behind the scenes. They played these three against one another for purposes
of social control at a global scale. Various locales had their own variations, postWW2. The three memetic systems I refer to here are “communism” and its
variants, “capitalism”, “imperialism” and its variants, and “fascism” and its
variants.
-//In Africa it was the “people’s rebels” versus western imperialism or
“neocolonialism” that was “sold” to the audience of the locals. These movements,
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political parties, etc., were often made-to-order by and for “superpower” geopolitics, regardless of the indigenous issues.
Zimbabwe is a good example where the global power circles through their use of
the national flags of USSR, USA, and the PRC, had their favorite “revolutionary”
groups. Eventually the USA and China got their respective “front groups” to team
up (not without some difficulty of course) to dominate the main USSR-oriented
“rebel” group. Eventually the USSR folded and ultimately the Chinese won out
and gained primary economic influence there to this day.
The naïve locals only learned the simplest formulations of various ideological
beliefs and learned to “wave their own flags” against one another or “outside”
enemies, etc. One group or ideology over another, or China (PRC) v. USSR v.
USA, etc., etc.
-//South Africa has a long history of wars from the ancient times to present day.
From the late 19th century on, various Western European interests fought one
another over control of this region, usually involving the local populace as cannon
fodder. The brutally “fascistic” official S. African policy of “Apartheid” was very
similar to that which has been practiced in the USA. It was obvious to anyone
with half a wit that such an approach to political and social control could not be
maintained indefinitely. And as civil chaos escalated, some sort of gradual
transition was needed that would allow the Euro-white-dominated economic and
military interests to retain power and to begin the process of “allowing” the
various “indigenous” groups to begin their own fantasy into power, prestige, and
the “freedom” to exploit others (a/k/a “free enterprise”).
The region of southern Africa has been too important in too many ways to let
things “get out of hand” through excess chaos of civil war, so the decision was to
utilize someone willing and capable –someone like Mandela. And as the
expression goes, “the rest is history”. Unlike many popular revolutionary
“leaders”, in his early years, Mandela had not done much to distinguish himself
publicly, he had not written books, published papers, polemicized, organized, etc.
He was however part of various circles of neophyte “political” reformers and
want-to-be “revolutionaries” in his country who wanted “change”. Some no doubt
had dreams of becoming an “el presidente”, some most probably wanted an end
to the harsh apartheid system of rule, and to provide opportunities for blacks (of
various warring tribal factions) to become exploiters, capitalists, rulers, etc. in
their own right. Early on, Mandela was imprisoned along with others of his
group.
Such was the nature of most “nationalist movements” throughout the 20th
century.
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Today, what matters to the global elite is the same as what mattered back when
pressure was applied to the Apartheid leaders to come up with a transitional
situation and avoid total civil war. There was too much at stake to “lose control”
over S. Africa.
So Mandela was the one, and he worked out well. The better he worked out, the
easier his “prison” accommodations became. And the global public relations
machinery worked over time –just as it has for other “manufactured icons” like
the Dalai Lama who is more about falsehood than anything else. The whole social
control approach includes ways to encourage the naïve humans to “do their own
thing” to keep the “movie projections” running since everyone is programmed to
“want to believe”…
-//What is a most interesting pattern that many may not be aware of, is that there
are a handful of “prophecies of end times” from a few sources that discuss the
“death” of Mandela and Sharon, at the least as a temporal marker for some very
major changes.
-//Many humans are aware that Mandela may have been dead for many months –or
kept technically “alive” with medical technology.
His iconic status, and the money, power, prestige associated with him and his
various family and business relations who have done their best to “cash in” on all
the “Mandela icon”. The influential power that goes with whomever “controls”
the Mandela icon “brand” is not insignificant. Thus his death could well have
been embargoed until the major factions settled their accounts with one another
and with the local powers that be. Or perhaps he did officially die as announced,
and it was more a matter of quietly “pulling the plug” on his bodily life support.
These details are not important, only to be aware of how these things are usually
orchestrated. The only significance is that it is now official and public.
-//The same goes for Sharon –he is some secret medical ward –either on life
support or some “stasis mode” until the local “powers that be” decide when the
time is right to say he is dead. Any week now, perhaps.
It is also useful to recall that the Israeli-oriented Jewish end time zealots believe
in the same end time prophesies that their Christian counterparts believe in.
Including the “destruction” of Israel, the Temple Mount “issues”, etc.
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Another interesting element to the contemporary pattern:
Israel and South Africa have had very close ideological, military, and economic
ties in recent decades. South Africa’s “pariah” apartheid system was nearly
identical to the apartheid system of the Israeli powers-that-be. Israel provided S.
Africa with nuclear technology (the bomb) –likely plural. Perhaps, not unlike the
Saudis going to Pakistan to claim the “nukes” they paid the Pakistanis to make for
them, the Israeli’s may well have asked the shadow government in S Africa to
hold a few “nukes” for “safekeeping” for future contingencies. As part of their
arrangements, S. Africa helped with ocean testing for the Israelis. This is still not
an “official” fact in the annals of atom bomb history.
Also, both countries share commonalities with the 20th century movement
toward global “fascism”. Not only in their internal policies and beliefs (both are
ruled by very similar ideologies of “racial purity”. And the Jewish belief system
provides an additional layer of “religious gravitas” behind the ruling circles
centered around Israel. And of course there is an ample history of their working
with the German ruling powers during the rise of fascism in 20th century.
Eventually the role and center for global “fascism” of a fourth or fifth Reich
(depending on how one counts this) was mainly transferred to the USA to
continue and finish the agendas for global control during in the 21st century.
-//Beyond “ordinary human history” there has been a connection between the
regions of S Africa and those of the Levant/Mesopotamia of this planet.
Roughly a half million years ago, an early “alien” presence was established in the
general region of southern Africa for raw materials and to experiment with
genetic engineering of the hominid populations. Perhaps they introduced the
hominids themselves. No one can know for certain. And then ten or twenty
thousand years ago, following cometary impacts, crustal shifts, ice ages, etc., “ET/
aliens” arrived again to continue their work on Earth, this time headquartered in
are of the Levant/Mesopotamia and surrounding environs.
All so curiously interesting.
-ASK
-//-
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Follow-up comments to

“Human Icons and Memetic Attachments”
December 6, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1464.msg6240.html#msg6240

There have always been “forces of Light” working to influence human affairs. A
significant example from the 20th century was before and during WW-1 and WW2. One question is whether those “forces of Light” were correct in lending some
assistance to the “allies” over the “axis”?
However… A more important question is how it is that the “forces of Light” were
so blind to the obvious fact that the powers-that-be support all warring sides in
ways to favor their own agendas. How is that the “forces of Light” ever imagined
there was a fundamental difference between the three major memetic social
control systems that presented as political “ideology”?
One answer was through the deception of the so-called “ascended masters”. Most
of them only knew whatever it was they knew as humans, and that was mostly
rooted in massive ignorance. Yet they continued to promote nations, economic
system and political systems, etc. through their human agents for over a century.
How is that the “forces of Light” continued to believe that they could support
anything of the paradigm of violent duality conflict within a playing field where
the dark forces had the “home town advantage”?
One of the answers lies in the lack of meaningful information flowing from the
human levels upwards. Another rests in some of the serious flaws in the creation
process that we have discussed.
So yes, individuals can be “touched by the Light”, however briefly. Mandela, King,
Gandhi, and others of lesser fame. Does this mean they were spiritually
conscious, or just “socially correct” on the side of the downtrodden?
Each of these people made impassioned and moving speeches. But so can any
good actor.
Yes, King really believed in certain Christian-identified ideals of spiritual
“beloved” community, etc. I am sure even Gandhi had his moments, as did
Mandela. And their eloquence was moving and convincing to many.
Yet all these individuals were operating within the confines of political-social
class struggle and that became the defining limiter.
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They did what they did, but we do not need to buy into any of the hyperbole that
was created to raise these people to some “saintly” icon status.
As to your question about these prophecies, they are irrelevant and are of no
concern to me. I only mention them since they may come up again and again to
fool people into believing whatever ideas are being promoted through the systems
of memetic control. The powers-that-be will use any prophecy that suits them. Or
ignore such prophecy altogether. Whatever suits.
Those overly “revered” human leaders throughout history have been part and
party to the larger deception focused upon human social control and the
maintenance of the imprisonment of spiritual beings at a human level of
existence. Most believed what they were doing was “good and right” at one point
or another. But then again, any good actor must truly “be in character” to play
the role convincingly.
In the end is the grand bifurcation –resonating with the Higher Light or not and
choosing accordingly. It is that simple
-Alex
-//-
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What is Real :: Truth, Beauty, Love
August 14, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6095.html#msg6095

There is a quality of what has been called LOVE …of creation, of creating, of
experiencing, of learning, of seeing the amazing diversity of CreatorConsciousness expressed in myriad ways and across myriad vibrational states.
Even more, there is the “loving” astonishment and “mutual loving regard” of
that shining awareness which becomes expressed in amazingly surprising and
diverse ways within the Vastness of The All.
It is That which responds in the mutual embrace of Higher Oneness and it is
this which Creator of All “Loves” and “Cares” so very much about.
This is the high regard in which Creator –and its creations in “mutual
reciprocity” –holds Itself and Its creations. It is the dynamics of this impulse
that allows what is to continue to be –and which lends a coherency and relative
stability to that which is manifest and evolving.
It is an impersonal love that has no comparability at the human level and can
be withdrawn if necessary. In order for 3d matter to continue spinning through
space, this powerful yet subtle bonding force serves as a type of “strange
attractor”, one that can elicit a reciprocal response from even that which may
appear to not be “conscious” of its own Self.
-Alex
-//-
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